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Abstract
RNA molecules are essential components of living cells. Their wide range of different
functions depends on the sequence of nucleotides and the corresponding structure. The
majority of known RNA molecules fold into their energetically most stable conformation, as
well as structurally similar suboptimal conformations that do not alter the specific task of
the molecule. However, there are RNA molecules which can switch between two structurally
distant conformations one of which is functional, the other is not. The best known examples
are riboswitches, which usually sense various kinds of metabolites from their environment
that trigger the refolding from one conformation into the other.
The rather new field of synthetic biology led to the construction of an example for a
new type of riboswitches, which refold upon interaction with other RNA molecules [1].
Such RNA-triggered riboswitches are not aimed at sensing the environment, but expand
the repertoire of gene-regulation. Inspired by this example, we present RNAscout.pl,
a new program to study refolding between two RNA conformations, which can be used
to estimate the performance of RNA-triggered riboswitches. The underlying algorithm
heuristically computes a set of intermediate conformations that are energetically favorable
and structurally related to both stable conformations of the riboswitch. Based on this
refolding network, we show kinetic simulations that support the expected refolding path for
our riboswitch example.
Moreover, we present pk findpath, a breadth-first search algorithm to estimate direct
paths (i. e. a small subset of all possible paths) between two different RNA conformations.
Both programs RNAscout.pl and pk findpath will be used to estimate whether natural
RNA molecules are optimized to fold into their energetically most stable conformation.
Thereby, we compare the new programs against existing programs of the Vienna RNA
package [2]
II
Zusammenfassung
RNA Moleku¨le sind ein essenzieller Bestandteil biologischer Zellen. Ihre Vielfalt an Funk-
tionen ist eng verknu¨pft mit der jeweiligen Sequenz und der daraus gebildeten Struktur.
Der Großteil bekannter RNA Moleku¨le faltet in eine bestimmte energetisch stabile Struk-
tur, bzw. a¨hnliche suboptimale Strukturen mit der gleichen biologischen Funktion. Ribo-
switches hingegen, eine bestimmte Gruppe von RNA Moleku¨len ko¨nnen zwischen zwei
strukturell sehr verschiedenen Konformationen wechseln, wobei eine funktional ist und die
andere nicht. Die Umfaltung solcher RNA-Schalter wird normalerweise durch verschieden-
ste Metaboliten ausgelo¨st die mit der RNA interagieren. Zellen nutzen dieses Prinzip um
auf Signale aus der Umwelt effizient reagieren zu ko¨nnen.
Im Zuge der synthetischen Biologie wurde eine neue Art von RNA-Schaltern entwickelt, die
statt einem bestimmten Metaboliten ein anderes RNA Moleku¨l erkennt [1]. Dieses Prinzip
ziehlt weniger darauf ab Signale aus der Umgebung wahrzunehmen, sondern ein weiteres
Level an Genregulation zu ermo¨glichen. In dieser Abeit wird das Program RNAscout.pl
pra¨sentiert, welches die Umfaltung zwischen verschiedenen RNA Strukturen berechnet und
damit die Effizienz RNA-induzierter RNA-Schalter bewerten kann. Der zugrundeliegenede
Algorithmus berechnet ein Set an Zwischenzusta¨nden die sowohl energetisch gu¨nstig, als
auch strukturell a¨hnlich zu den beiden stabilen Riboswitch-Konformationen sind. Basierend
auf diesem Umfaltungsnetzwerk werden kinetische Simulationen gezeigt, bei denen der
Umfaltungsweg des RNA-Schalters vorhergesagt wird.
Des Weiteren wird das Programm pk findpath vorgestellt. Der zugrundeliegende Al-
gorithmus berechnet den besten direkten Umfaltungspfad zwischen zwei RNA Strukturen
mittels einer Breitensuche. Beide Programme, RNAscout.pl und pk findpath, werden
verwendet um abzuscha¨tzen ob natu¨rliche RNA Moleku¨le optimiert sind um in ihre ener-
getisch gu¨nstigste Konformation zu falten. Im Zuge dessen werden die Programme mit
existierenden Programmen des Vienna RNA package [2] verglichen.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Importance of RNA
Ribonucleic acid (RNA) made its mark in biology as a multifunctional molecule that is
involved in central synthesis processes of the cell. While the importance of deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) and proteins in cellular metabolism has been indisputable for decades, RNA
has long been neglected as an intermediate during protein synthesis. Starting at latest
from detection of enzymatic activities in RNA molecules [3, 4, 5] this picture slowly, but
continuously changed. Over the years, the discovery of ribozymes [3], small as well as long
non-coding1 RNAs (ncRNAs) [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and riboswitches [11] supported the hypothesis
of RNA being also functional in itself instead of just serving as a protein-template. The
’one gene, one protein’ credo, which might still be in the back of ones mind is therefore far
too simple to explain developmental complexity of organisms [12].
Genome assembly & organism complexity
Taking a bird’s eye view onto the humane genome [13, 14] and comparing it to other
eukaryotic genomes reveals two prominent inconsistencies. The first one is known as the C-
value paradox (or C-value enigma) in literature [15, 16, 17]. This paradox refers to the non-
1non-coding stands for non-protein-coding
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existent correlation of total genome size with developmental complexity. Hence, in a search
for essential genetic information that scales with organism complexity, total DNA content
was revised to protein-coding sequences (about 1.5% of the human genome) and associated
regulatory elements, ending up in the second inconsistency, the so-called G-value paradox
[15]. This shows that the amount of protein-coding genes does not scale with organism
complexity either, instead it is constant at about 20,000 sequences in many vertebrates
such as human, mouse, chicken, pufferfish [18, 19, 20, 21] and apparently of no important
impact when comparing the nematode worm Caenorhabditis elegans (19,300 genes [22])
with complex insects as Drosophila melanogaster (13,500 genes [23]). Moreover, most
proteins can be found in numerous eukaryotes of different complexity [24]. Thus, the
G-value paradox challenges the dogma that non-protein-coding sequences are either cis-
regulatory and structural elements or evolutionary junk [25].
Finally, when looking at the part of non-coding DNA (98.5% in human), it seems like there
is a correlation [26] especially since the ratio of non-coding DNA to total genomic DNA
rises as a function of developmental complexity [27, 12]. This finding is nicely correlated
with mathematical models which suggest that the quantity of regulatory molecules has to
increase in a non-linear, roughly quadratic function with the number of genes [28, 29, 12].
In terms of genome evolution, this means that every new protein needs about two new
regulatory RNAs to fulfill its mission, respectively that the organism complexity scales
with the amount of advanced regulatory molecules instead of scaling with the quantity of
available building blocks, such as proteins.
Figure 1.1 shows the composition of the human genome. The currently most examined
sites of known RNA-coding sequences are introns (about 25.9%) and transposable elements
(about 44.7% of the genome); parts that have long been seen as ’junk’ or ’selfish’ DNA. The
remaining parts (about 27.9%) are characterized as ’simple sequence repeats’, ’segmental
duplications’, ’miscellaneous heterochromatin’ or ’miscellaneous unique sequences’ [30].
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Figure 1.1: The composition of the human genome. Only 1.5% are protein-coding se-
quences, 25.9% are introns. 44.7% of human DNA are transposable elements (long inter-
spersed nuclear elements (LINEs), short interspersed nuclear elements (SINES), long ter-
minal repeat (LTR) transposons and DNA transposons). Figure reproduced from Gregory
2005 [30].
However, latest research of the ENCODE pilot project in 2007 [31] estimates that about
98% of the chromosome are transcribed. More precisely, roughly 1% of the human genome
(chosen manually and by random in equal parts) was analyzed. We are far away from
answering the rising questions of the particular functions of these transcripts, in fact it is
even impossible to estimate whether all of these transcripts are functional or not, but the
findings challenge the idea of the genome being mainly an evolutionary junkyard. Instead,
it is more likely that self-splicing introns and transposable elements initiated a new level of
molecular evolution by expanding the pool of regulatory molecules in eukaryotic cells [12].
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Functions of RNA
The diversity of RNA sequences, sizes, structures and functions strongly suggests that we
have seen only a small fraction of all functional RNAs [32]. A comprehensive review about
known RNA functions would go far beyond the scope of this thesis, as RNA is involved
in virtually all levels of gene and cell cycle regulation [32, 33, 34]. I will therefore provide
a minimal outline of the most reviewed types of RNA, starting with classical RNAs that
are involved in protein synthesis and going on with an overview of (recently) characterized
ncRNAs.
The three major components of protein synthesis are ribosomal RNA (rRNA) that acts
as an catalyst and a big coordination apparatus, messenger RNA (mRNA) that serves as
coding-template and transfer RNA (tRNA) that decodes the mRNA via the delivery of
certain amino acids for the emerging protein. Whereas rRNA and tRNA are merely tran-
scribed and fold into their functional conformation spontaneously, mRNA is post-processed
in eukaryotic cells, involving small nuclear RNA (snRNA) [35] to splice non-protein-coding
parts (introns) out of the primary mRNA transcript. Some of these snRNAs are also re-
ported to be involved in transcription initiation by RNA polymerase II [36] and probably in
cell cycle regulation [37].
The family of small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) [38] is known for the modification of other
RNAs. Their length varies between 60 and 300 nucleotides, where the functional part is
mainly concentrated to small regions (so-called boxes of about 18 nucleotides) that were
shown to interact with rRNAs, snRNAs and mRNAs. Beyond that there are various orphan
snoRNAs that cannot be associated with any target so far [34, 38]. This kind of RNA is
mainly reported to be transcribed from introns; some of them are involved in tissue-specific,
developmental regulation, others are involved in genomic imprinting [39, 40]. The human
telomerase (hTR) enzyme needs an integral RNA subunit to provide a template for the
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replication of chromosome ends. Interestingly, this RNA subunit contains the same box we
know from snoRNAs, necessary for hTR accumulation and stability [38].
Micro RNAs (miRNAs) and short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) appear to be an important
component of translational repression. Both are between 21 and 25 nucleotides long and
influence gene expression by binding their targets via almost complementary base-pairing
to suppress gene expression, or a perfect complement to trigger degradation with the RNA
induced silencing complex (RISC) [41, 42], a process that is known as RNA interference
(RNAi) [43]. The differentiation between miRNA and siRNA becomes indistinct as more
and more research is done, but there are differences in their biogenesis. While miRNAs are
derived from endogenous DNA (introns and exons of coding and non-coding transcripts),
siRNAs are derived from less conserved endogenous and exogenous sources (transposons
and dsRNA viruses). Nevertheless, both are finally processed by an endonuclease that
cuts different kinds of precursor RNAs into small imperfect duplexes with a 2 nucleotide
overhang on their 3’ ends [44, 45]. So far they have been found to be associated with
developmental timing, cell proliferation, left-right patterning, neuronal cell fate, apoptosis
and fat metabolism in model organisms [44, 46, 47, 48], as well as neuronal gene expres-
sion [49], brain morphogenesis [50], muscle differentiation [51], stem cell division [52] and
chromatin regulation [53].
Another upcoming field of interest are long ncRNAs with an estimated size from 200
to 10.000 nucleotides [54]. These RNAs are involved in chromatin modification [55, 56],
transcriptional regulation [57, 58, 59] and post-transcriptional regulation [60, 56]. As their
overall sequence conservation is very low, long ncRNAs are hard to find by comparative
genomics.
In addition to these very well studied examples, the Piwi-interacting RNA (piRNA) is
involved in the protection of the germline genome by silencing endogenous repetitive se-
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quences and transposons [61]. The most recently described quelling defective/deficient
RNA (qiRNA) may inhibit protein synthesis on DNA damage checkpoints [62, 63].
Taking into account that this brief introduction into RNA is far from complete and that
new RNA representatives are reported continuously, it is not a big surprise that more and
more diseases are shown to be interrelated with regulatory RNA. A few examples are RNAs
that have been linked with neurobehavioral and developmental disorders and various forms
of cancer [64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70].
1.2 RNA world hypothesis
A basic question that remains unclear when discussing the origins of life is the evolution of
DNA, RNA and proteins. DNA is known as the genetic information storage, but does not
have enzymatic activity itself. Protein synthesis requires RNA as the template and within
the construction machinery. In a search for a common ancestor of life, we therefore end
up with the idea that it is either RNA or an other unknown precursor molecule. Indeed,
RNA can act as an auto-catalyst (ribozyme), as well as a catalyst for protein synthesis
(ribosome), it can store information, replicate itself and synthesize DNA. Moreover, many
co-substrates of protein enzymes contain ribonucleotides (ATP, NAD+, FAD, Acetyl-CoA).
This lead to the idea of an RNA world [71] that induced evolution out of the primordial
soup and paved the way to the first reproductive cell. However, the synthesis of the
first nucleotides without protecting groups and activation steps from the primordial soup
remained unreproducible for a long time and the survival of one spontaneously formed
RNA molecule is still hard to comprehend. A new approach for the synthesis of pyrimidine
ribonucleotides was recently published by Powner et al. [72]. The traditional strategy forms
ribose and the nucleobase separately from elements in the primadorial soup, but fails to
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connect these parts to form a ribonucleotide. Powner et al. [72] found an alternative way to
form an activated pyrimidine ribonucleotide from plausible prebiotic feedstock molecules.
It remains unclear whether it is possible to generate self regulatory RNA molecules as a
next step to life from the primordial soup, but such promising research results suggest that
today’s life originated from spontaneously formed RNA molecules.
1.3 Synthetic biology
Traditional biological science tries to understand organic systems by the process of de-
scription, modification and re-description. While forward genetics identified changes in the
genotype by their effect on the phenotype (for instance by mutagens), the newer field of
reverse genetics modifies the genotype to see changes in the phenotype. Within the last
years, a third level of biological science is coming up: synthetic biology. The goal of this
emerging field is the departure from natural genomes that evolved for billions of years and
are so highly complex in their function that they may never be completely understood.
Instead, synthetic biology tries to (re-)assemble small minimal systems that fulfill predeter-
mined functions. With this constructive approach we may be able to design new biological
parts, devices and systems that do not exist in the natural world, as well as redesign existing
systems to perform specific tasks.
In the last ten years, within the first wave of synthetic biology [73], multiple simple artificial
components were developed, inspired by biological cells and electrical engineering. These
genetic tools include logical switches [74, 75, 76, 77, 78], logical gates [79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84,
85], synthetic biosensors [86, 87], cell-cell communicators [88, 89] and oscillatory networks
[90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95]. Combining these tools to somewhat more advanced units provides
a basis for memory management [96, 97], response to certain input thresholds [88, 98, 99]
and process-timing [100, 101]. There are also practical examples of modified cells for
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image processing [102, 103, 104], cells that can break up biofilms [105], invade cancer
cells [106], enhance antibiotic treatment [107] or produce an anti-malaria drug precursor
molecule [108]. Moreover there are multiple strategies to build artificial molecular motors
[109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116], that may eventually provide a basis for a synthetic
cytoskeleton.
The goal of the second wave of synthetic biology should be the standardization of in-
put/output (I/O) devices that may be assembled to complex systems in a plug and play
fashion [73, 117].
An ambitious challenge is to establish a small system that is somehow capable of with-
standing or correcting mutations, can reproduce itself and therefore remains operational for
a longer period of time. Characteristics that are generally seen to be necessary for a ’living’
organism. Variations of such synthetic organisms can be utilized for eco-engineering, such
as hazardous waste disposal [118], production of bio-fuels [119] and drugs [120], as well as
to sense and fight cancer cells [106].
In order to construct a living system, one needs a chassis that separates the system from
the environment but permits permeation between both sides (the cell wall) and an internal
metabolism handling its reproduction. Such a functional metabolism that is geared to a
biological cell needs multiple components that interact with each other but do not harm
themselves by accidental interactions. Considering that the evaluation of each newly intro-
duced tool in such a system needs the inspection of targeted interactions and unintentional
cross-interactions on multiple levels (modified gene expression, affected RNA/protein func-
tion) the convergence to a new minimal organism is a combinatorial problem. There are
two approaches for the construction of living systems. The top-down approach to create a
minimal living cell tries to start from a small bacterial genome, such as Buchnera aphidicola
with an estimated size of 450kb and 400 genes [121], shrinking its genome by gene deletion
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as much as possible (to about 100-150 genes [122]). In contrast, the bottom-up approach
wants to build a model organism from scratch that is completely regulated by sophisticated
artificial components [123].
A basic necessity to establish a bottom-up system is the setup of artificial encapsulation and
controlled cell-division. The most promising building block candidates for encapsulation are
lipids, as they form dense, flexible bilayers and allow transformation in combination with
trans membrane proteins[124]. Approaches to set up minimal metabolic networks within
vesicles composed of different phospholipids can already be found in literature[124], but
controlled cell-division failed, as it needs the internal production of lipids, amino acids and
a functional cytoskeleton that defines the steric configuration within the cell, especially
during cell division itself. An autonomous semi-synthetic cell, handling DNA replication,
transcription, translation, cell growth and cell division should need approximately 100-150
genes [122, 125].
Coming from the RNA world hypothesis (see section 1.2, page 6), an even more minimal
replication system is based entirely on fatty acid vesicles that enclose a self replicating RNA
replicase [126]. The fatty acid vesicles are semipermeable for the uptake of nucleotides and
RNA replication leads to swelling of the vesicle, due to osmotic pressure. This swelling
results in the incorporation of new fatty acids, uncontrolled cell-division and a pH gradient
that could provide energy for the uptake of small molecules [127].
1.4 Riboswitches
The importance of RNA as a low-cost regulatory molecule in the cell has been discussed
in section 1.1. A particular form of both transcriptional and translational repression is
carried out by riboswitches. These RNA molecules, originally reported to be located in 5’-
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untranslated regions (5’-UTR) of bacterial mRNAs, are composed of an aptamer domain
that is responsive to small metabolites and a downstream functional expression platform
that can be in an ON or OFF state.
On translational level aptamer sequences of riboswitches fold into a stable conformation,
that either represses the function of the expression platform or not, the switch is in OFF or
ON state, respectively. A metabolite that attaches to the aptamer conformation rearranges
the configuration and thereby induces a turn-over of the switch from one state to the
other. Alternatively, theses aptamer regions can induce transcription termination, e.g. by
the formation of a stable hairpin that causes stalling of the ribosome and therefore the
release of an unfinished transcript [128].
The spectrum of known natural riboswitches is constantly expanded. Various aptamer do-
mains can sense purine nucleobases, amino acids, vitamin cofactors, amino-sugars, metal
ions and second messenger molecules [129]. Bacterial riboswitches regulating gene tran-
scription and translation are found in the 5’-UTR; eukaryotic riboswitches are reported in
introns or 3’-UTR of mRNA transcripts, involved in the regulation of splicing as well as
transcription regulation [130].
Of special interest for this thesis is an engineered RNA-triggered riboswitch presented by
Isaacs et al. [1] that is based on a cis-repressed RNA (crRNA) and a trans-activating
RNA (taRNA). After transcription, the ribosome binding site (RBS) forms a stable hairpin
structure with the aptamer domain, leading to a trapped (cis-repressed) OFF state. Tran-
scription of a taRNA does induce a conformational change that resolves cis repression and
induces gene translation; the switch is in an ON state (see figure 1.2). This minimal model
of translational control provides a potent basis to design a library of crRNA-taRNA couples
that regulate gene expression independently. In a synthetic cell, computationally optimized
taRNAs could trigger gene expression of multiple crRNAs, as well as start cascades of gene
10
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OFF intermediate ON
Figure 1.2: Synthetic RNA switch published by Isaacs et al. After transcription, the
riboswitch is in a cis-repressed OFF state (crRNA), as the ribosome binding site (RBS)
is not accessible and the therefore the transcription start side (AUG) is not functional.
Upon activation with a trans-activation RNA (taRNA), the two structures interact via an
Linear-loop complex conformation and finally refold to an RNA duplex structure that has
an accessible RBS. Image reproduced from [1].
networks in response to molecular clocks [101].
Our goal is to model the refolding kinetics of this riboswitch, in order to establish a frame-
work for the evaluation of new in silico designed riboswitches. The main challenge regards
the intermediate state of the refolding path. This Linear-loop complex (schematically shown
in figure 1.2) forms a structure motif that is comparatively rare and energetically hard to
evaluate. Most RNA structure prediction algorithms therefore exclude such motifs, as they
are predominantly interested in fast computation of frequent RNA structures. This inter-
mediate state, however, enables a fast rearrangement of the two RNA molecules and needs
to be considered for folding kinetics. In the following sections, we will therefore present
the program RNAscout.pl, which heuristically estimates a set of intermediate structures
(including the one shown in figure 1.2) that are expected to influence the refolding time.
Based on this network we will simulate the change of population probabilities of individual
structures and show that our results should be a good approximation of the natural behavior
of the riboswitch.
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Outlook
Within the following sections a detailed introduction of in silico RNA structure prediction
(section 2) will be provided, starting with nature and representations of RNA structures.
This will lead to a (historical) overview about general, conventional RNA folding algo-
rithms (mainly focusing on the recursions of the Vienna RNA package [2]), and a short
review about pseudoknot prediction and energetic evaluation of given pseudoknotted RNA
structures. On this basis we will discuss the energy model of RNAscout.pl, a program
to estimate folding kinetics of RNA-switches. Section 3 will explain current approaches to
calculate folding kinetics, mainly dealing with conventional RNA secondary structures and
the new heuristic approach of RNAscout.pl in RNA pseudoknot structure space. Finally
section 4 discusses results of RNAscout.pl compared to other existing programs, and sec-
tion 5 gives a short discussion and perspective towards the design of artificial RNA-triggered
RNA switches.
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From a chemical point of view ribonucleic acid (RNA) molecules are composed of three
different building blocks. Two of them, the phosphate group (PO−4 ) and the ribose (β-O-
2-ribofuranose) form the backbone of RNA molecules. The 5’ and 3’ carbons of the ribose
are bound to two oxygen atoms of the phosphate group, respectively; the 1’ carbon of the
ribose is connected to the third building block, the base.
There are four common types of RNA bases: Adenine (A), Guanine (G), Cytosine (C) and
Uracil (U) that can interact via hydrogen-bonds to stabilize the structure (see figure 2.1).
The dominating interaction motifs are the canonical base-pairs, which are the Watson-Crick
base-pairs (AU, UA, GC, CG) [131] and the wobble pairs (GU, UG) [132]. The importance
of these six base-pairs results from their isostericity, i. e. that the relative orientation of
the phosphate-ribose backbone is not dramatically affected upon reversal of the particular
base-pairs. Their dominance in RNA structure motifs makes these six base-pairs sufficient
for reliable RNA secondary structure prediction. Although many other kinds of non-isosteric
base-pair interactions are described in literature [133, 134], they have a comparatively low
occurrence in nature and are neglected in most applications to speed-up (enable) structure
prediction.
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Figure 2.1: The building blocks of RNA molecules. (a) The RNA backbone is formed
by phosphate groups (PO−4 ) and ribose (β-O-2-ribofuranose) molecules. Figures (b, c, d)
show the Watson-Crick base-pairs (A–U, G–C) and the wobble pair (G–U), respectively. The
individual bases form hydrogen bonds to interact; while A–U and G–U form two hydrogen
bonds, the G–C base-pair forms three of them. RNAs with a high G–C content are therefore
usually more stable than those with low G–C content.
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2.1 Conventional RNA structure prediction
2.1.1 RNA secondary structures
Analogous to proteins, there are three different types of structured levels for RNA. A
non-interacting ’open-chain’ molecule can simply be described by the succession of bases.
This primary structure (see figure 2.2a) particularly makes sense for previously mentioned
mRNAs that serve as templates for translation. However, as the primary structure does
not provide any information about the steric configuration, it is not descriptive in terms of
non-coding RNA function.
A more advanced representation of an RNA molecule is the secondary structure which il-
lustrates the base-pairing pattern but disregards the specific atomic positions in space (see
figure 2.2b). The profit of this representation is that it is possible to determine whether sin-
gle bases are paired or if they are accessible for molecular interactions (i. e. ribosome binding,
siRNA binding, . . . ). Moreover, secondary structure information serves as an indicator for
molecular function (e.g. ribozyme interaction motifs, tRNA structure conservation). The
RNA secondary structure representation is of importance for RNA folding algorithms, since
the formation of secondary structure motifs occurs much faster than tertiary interactions.
This characteristic is known as hierarchical folding in literature [135].
Finally, the tertiary structure depicts the actual configuration of the RNA molecule in
space (see figure 2.2c). A number of programs that predict tertiary structures based on
secondary structure prediction algorithms have recently been released (e. g. FARFAR [136],
iFoldRNA [137] and ModeRNA [138]). Predictions become better, however, reliable tertiary
structures can only be elucidated by experimental setups such as crystallography.
In terms of computational RNA biology, we define an RNA primary structure as a string
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GCCCGGAUGAUCCUCAGUGGUCUGGGGUGCAGGCUUCAAACCUGUAGCUGUCUAGCGACAGAGUGGUUCAAUUCCACCUUUCGGGCGCCA
(a) primary structure
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Figure 2.2: Three different kinds of structure representation of the human selenocysteine
tRNA [139] are shown. Usually tRNAs are composed of four stems and a variable loop region
(VLR). In this case the VLR forms a fifth hairpin structure. (a) The primary structure as
a string of nucleotides, (b) the secondary structure showing helices and loops in form of a
squiggle plot and (c) the complete tertiary structure. See figure 2.3 for different kinds of
secondary structure representations.
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S consisting of a finite alphabet
∑
RNA = {A,C,G, U}, representing the four bases. The
secondary structure is a set Ω of base-pairs (i, j) along the sequence of length n [x1, . . . , xn],
which is defined by four rules.
1. If (i, j), (i, k) ∈ Ω then j = k
2. If (i, j) ∈ Ω then j − i > 3
3. If (i, j), (k, l) ∈ Ω and i < k then i < k < l < j or i < j < k < l
4. If (i, j) ∈ Ω then (xi, xj) ∈ B{AU,UA,GC,CG,GU, UG}
Rule 1 states that a base cannot form more than one base-pair. Rule 2 defines a minimum
hairpin loop size of three bases. Rule 3 states that all base pairs are nested or independent
of each other. Rule 4 defines the set of canonical (isosteric) base-pairs that are allowed for
standard RNA structure prediction.
Each of these rules restricts the conformation space of in silico predictable RNA secondary
structures to a biologically relevant and computationally tractable subset of possible con-
formations. However, increasing attention is paid to the fractional amount of non-nested
structural elements, so called pseudoknots that violate rule number 3 and rare structural
subsets that violate rules 1 and 4. Therefore, advanced RNA pseudoknot prediction algo-
rithms focus on these problems, with the drawback that they tend to compute pseudoknots
in known pseudoknot-free structure representations.
2.1.2 RNA structure representation
Graph representations
Conventional RNA secondary structures that are restricted by the rules from section 2.1.1,
can be depicted as planar graphs, i. e. graphs that can be drawn without crossing edges.
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Note that the reverse is not true, as some violations of the mentioned rules are still resulting
in planar RNA secondary structures. The squiggle plot, arc plot and circular plot are three
common layouts for certain kinds of planar RNA secondary structure representations.
Squiggle Plot The RNA backbone of an RNA molecule is drawn as a curved line and the
formed base-pairs are straight (usually short) lines connecting the particular bases. This
representation is very intuitive for small RNA structures, but becomes confusing rapidly
with increasing sequence length. One advantage of the squiggle plot is the capability to
represent all kinds of planar graphs. See figure 2.2b for an example of a squiggle plot.
Arc Plot / Book Embedding Arc plots consist of a straight line representing the RNA
backbone from 5’ to 3’ end. Base-pairs are represented by arcs connecting the bases. A
structure that follows the rules from section 2.1.1 can be shown on one side without arcs
crossing each other (see figure 2.3a). To depict pseudoknot interactions this representation
can be expanded to the book embedding representation. The RNA backbone is then seen
as the spine and each set of non-crossing base-pairs as a new page of the book. Pseudoknot
structures that can be shown with two pages of book embedding (see figure 2.6b) are also
called bi-secondary structures [140].
Circle Plot The succession of bases is drawn on a circle, with the 5’ and 3’ end next
to each other. Base-pairs are illustrated as straight lines that connect the particular bases
within the circle. A conventional secondary structure does not have any lines crossing each
other (see figure 2.3b), i. e. it is outerplanar. This representation is most restrictive, as a
pseudoknot interaction results in a non-outerplanar circle plot.
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Other representations
There are various other non-graph representations for RNA molecules. Three common
layouts are the dot-bracket string, mountain plot and the dot plot.
Dot-bracket string This string notation is the standard input and output of the Vienna
RNA package [2]. The alphabet of a secondary structure Ω is
∑
Ω = {(, ), .}, with dots
representing unpaired bases and opening and closing brackets for a base-pairing upstream
and downstream. A secondary structure following the rules on page 17 can always be
represented by a well-formed bracket term. For structures including pseudoknots one needs
to introduce new parenthesis or a second dot-bracket string. See figure 2.3c for the classical
dot-bracket notation.
Mountain plot The RNA sequence is shown as a straight line. A base-pair towards the
3’ end is indicated as a uphill line, whereas a base-pair towards the 5’ end is shown by a
downhill line. Unpaired bases result in a horizontal line (see figure 2.3d).
Dot plot A base-pair (i, j) is shown as a dot in a matrix. Indices of rows and columns
correspond to the index of the sequence. The Vienna RNA dot plots show the minimum free
energy base-pairs within the left lower triangle of a matrix, the base-pairing probability is
shown in the upper right triangle, whereas the size of the dots proportional to the probability
of the base-pair.
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(a) Arc Plot (b) Circle Plot
GCCCGGAUGAUCCUCAGUGGUCUGGGGUGCAGGCUUCAAACCUGUAGCUGUCUAGCGACAGAGUGGUUCAAUUCCACCUUUCGGGCGCCA 
(((((((.(..((((((....))))))((((((.......))))))((((((....))))))((((.......))))).)))))))....
(c) Dot-bracket string
GCCCGGAUGAUCCUCAGUGGUCUGGGGUGCAGGCUUCAAACCUGUAGCUGUCUAGCGACAGAGUGGUUCAAUUCCACCUUUCGGGCGCCA 
(d) Mountain plot
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(e) Dot plot
Figure 2.3: Caption on page 21
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Figure 2.3: Five different kinds of RNA secondary structure representation. (a,b) show
RNA graph representations (images produced with JViz [141]). The Arc Plot (or Book
Embedding representation) (a) shows the backbone on a straight line, base-pairs are arcs
connecting the respective bases. The circle plot (b) shows the backbone drawn in a circle
and base-pairs within the circle. Figures (c,d,e) are non-graph RNA representations. The
Dot-bracket string (c) shows base-pairs as a well-formed bracket-term. The Mountain plot
(d) depicts bases forming pairs towards the 5’ end as uphill line, bases forming pairs towards
the 3’ end as downhill line. The Dot plot (e) shows base-pairs as dots in a matrix. Images
(d,e) are produced with Vienna RNA package [2]
2.1.3 Minimum free energy structure prediction
Base-pair maximization – Nussinov algorithm
The first step towards today’s folding algorithms was the Nussinov algorithm [142]. To
predict the structure for a given sequence, base-pairs (xi, xj) score according to their
stabilization potential xi,xj . This non-thermodynamic model for structure evaluation is
far too simple from today’s point of view, but the dynamic programming approach to find
the best-scoring structure is still a cornerstone of today’s algorithms. Starting with small
intervals [i, j] up to the full sequence [x1..xn], the maximum number of base-pairs within
the intervals is calculated. This is done according to an decomposition into different sub-
problems depending on whether base j is paired or not. This decomposition is known
as a forward recursion to compute the best possible score for the whole sequence. The
corresponding RNA secondary structure can be returned by a backtracking routine that
reconstructs the base-pairing scheme.
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Advanced energy models
Today’s energy models do not focus on simple maximization of base-pairs, but utilize either
experimentally determined energy parameters (in combination with models from polymer
theory) or stochastic context-free grammars (SCFG) for probabilistic RNA modeling. An
example for the latter is CONTRAfold [143]. Its RNA structure prediction method is based
on conditional log-linear models, which generalize upon SCFGs by using discriminative
training with typical thermodynamical models [143].
Experimentally determined energy parameters are for example provided by the SantaLu-
cia [144] and Turner [145, 146] laboratories. Algorithms using these parameters uniquely
decompose structures into different kinds of loops(see figure 2.4). The total free energy of
an RNA secondary structure E(Ω) is then the sum of the free energies of its loops E(L).
E(Ω) =
∑
L∈Ω
E(L)
A loop can be described by its length, i. e. the number of unpaired bases, and the degree k,
which is the number of closing base-pairs. Loops of degree k = 1 are called hairpin loops.
They have exactly one base-pair (i, j) that closes the loop. Loops of degree k = 2 are
either bulge loops (one unpaired strand), interior loops (two unpaired strands) or stacked
pairs (no unpaired base between two base-pairs). Stacked pairs are the basic modules to
build helices and stabilize structures. Finally, there are multi loops that have degree k > 2,
and so-called exterior loops, i. e. stretches of unpaired nucleotides which are not enclosed
by any base-pair. Figure 2.4 depicts all different kinds of loops.
The energy contribution of stacked pairs, small hairpins, certain interior loops and bulges
are experimentally measured [148, 146] and included into secondary structure prediction
programs using energy tables. Additionally, interaction penalties are provided for the for-
mation of intermolecular base-pairs.
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Figure 2.4: Different types of loops. Interior base-bairs and closing base-pairs separate the
different loops towards the 3’/5’ end of the structure and the internal part of the structure,
respectively. The degree of a loop is dependent on the amount of interior and closing base-
pairs. Hairpin loops have degree 1, interior loops, bulges and stacking pairs have degree 2,
multi loops have a degree greater than 2. Image adapted from Flamm et al. [147]
The energy contribution of a loop is dependent on its length l (the number of unpaired
bases) and the type of the closing base-pair (i, j). Large hairpin loops H(i,j,l) where (l > x)
are extrapolated logarithmically by H(i,j,l) = H(i,j,x) + r ∗ log(l/x), where r is a constant
and x is set to 30 as default value in the Vienna RNA package. To keep the asymptotic
time complexity of algorithms in O(n3) where n is the length of the sequence, the length of
interior loops needs to be restricted. In case of the Vienna RNA package, the distance of
the two closing base-pairs (i, j); (p, q) is bound by a constant c such that p− i+ j− q ≤ c.
A multi loop energy M is composed of the cost for the formation of its closing-pair (a),
the energy contribution of each branch (b) and the destabilizing energy of every unpaired
base (c). This results in the following linear ansatz:
M = a + b ∗ k + c ∗ l (2.1)
where k is the loop degree and l is the sum of unpaired bases (i. e. the loop size).
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Zuker & Stiegler
Zuker & Stiegler were the first who came up with an algorithm to compute the MFE
secondary structure by loop-decomposition [149]. In principle they use the same dynamic
programming approach as in Ruth Nussinov’s base-pair maximization, except that new
terms for the type of a base-pair (i, j) are introduced. The energy contributions of a base-
pair includes hairpin loop energies H(i,j), interior loop energies (including bulges and stacked
pairs) I(i,j;p,q) and multi loop energies, which were originally considered as combinations of
interior loops and hairpin loops.
RNAfold algorithm
The RNAfold algorithm1 [2] is based on the principle of the recursions from Zuker &
Stiegler, but came up with modifications regarding the multi loop decomposition. Figure 2.5
illustrates the recursions (we will now discuss in detail) to compute the MFE secondary
structure Fi,j. The first recursion minimizes over the energy depending whether i is unpaired
(Fi+1,j) or paired with a base k (Ci,k).
Fi,j = min


Fi+1,j
mini<k≤j Ci,k + Fk+1,j
(2.2)
The calculation of the closing pair Ci,j is then decomposed into the hairpin case, interior
loop case and the new multi loop case.
Ci,j = min


H(i,j) hairpin loop
mini<k<l<j{I(i,j;k,l) + Ck,l} interior loop
mini+1<u<j−1{Mi+1,u +M
1
u+1,j−1 + a} multi loop
(2.3)
1Vienna RNA package
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The multi loop decomposition differs from the former algorithm of Zuker & Stiegler, as
it introduces a new term for the rightmost branch of the multi loop M1u+1,j−1, a term
containing the rest of the multi loop Mi+1,u and a, which is the penalty for a multi loop
initiation (see equation 2.1).
To have unique terms for multi loop decomposition, M1i,j can only contain the rightmost
stem of a multi loop and possible unpaired bases between its rightmost base and the closing
base-pair. This assures that every secondary structure is only calculated once during the
forward recursion, enabling to calculate probabilities of certain conformations within the
structure ensemble (see section 2.1.4). Both terms M1i,j and Mi,j can then be uniquely
decomposed to:
Mi,j = min


mini<u<j(u− i+ 1)c+ Cu+1,j + b
mini<u<j Mi,u + Cu+1,j + b
Mi,j−1 + c
(2.4)
M1i,j = min


M1i,j−1 + c
Ci,j + b
(2.5)
where b and c correspond to the destabilizing penalties from equation 2.1.
The computation of the forward recursions returns the MFE in F1,n where n is the length of
the sequence; the corresponding secondary structure is then computed by the backward re-
cursion. During this recursion, the generation of energy values in the matrices F,C,M,M1
is traced back and the base-pairing scheme of the MFE RNA structure is returned. This
algorithm requires O(n2) memory as the matrices F and C are stored for the backtracking
routine and has a time complexity of O(n3) due to the size restriction of interior loops.
The algorithm of RNAcofold [2] is based on the same principle, but is able to fold two
concatenated sequences. If there are intermolecular base-pairs, a penalty is added to the
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Figure 2.5: Recursions of the Vienna RNA package. Pictures (a-d) correspond to recur-
sions 2.2-2.5 The minimum free energy of the structure interval (i, j) is stored in F . C
stores energies for the case where a base-pair is formed, M and M1 are energy tables for
multi loop handling. Image adapted from Hofacker & Stadler 2008 [150]
overall MFE structure. This is important for our riboswitch example discussed in section 1.4,
as we need to evaluate the energy of the RNA duplex structure (see figure 1.2).
2.1.4 Suboptimal RNA secondary structures
Of fundamental importance in RNA structure prediction is to keep in mind that there is
a huge space of possible conformations. Hence, the predicted RNA structure for a given
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sequence is the MFE structure according to the chosen energy model (at a certain temper-
ature, in a certain environment). However, there is no certainty that a given RNA molecule
does fold into the MFE structure, in fact it might be trapped in a local energy minimum
until it is degraded. It is therefore advisable to regard all suboptimal conformations within
a defined energy range to see whether there are structurally distant conformations that
have comparable energies.
Zuker suboptimal folding
An early approach for the calculation of suboptimal structures was shown by Zuker [151].
The algorithm returns the energetically best structure for each possible base-pair which is
computed from the energy terms Cij + Cˆij. The term Cij contains the best structure on
the sub-sequence (i..j) given that i and j are paired, i. e. the MFE structure inside the
base-pair. Cˆij contains the best possible structure from (1..i) and (j..n), i. e. the MFE
structure outside the base-pair. For a sequence of length n, theoretically n
2
2
structures can
be returned. In practice an RNA molecule can form far less than n2 individual base-pairs,
due to the limitations resulting from the rules discussed in section 2.1.1. An advantage of
this set of suboptimal structures is that the amount of computed structures is comparatively
low. A drawback, however, is that some important suboptimal structures cannot be found.
Given the optimal sub-structures A and B and their suboptimal counterparts A′ and B′, a
probably energetically very good structure A′B′ cannot be found.
Wuchty suboptimal folding
Wuchty et al. [152] implemented the RNAsubopt2 algorithm, which is an approach to
compute the complete suboptimal folding space. The algorithm utilizes the same forward
2Vienna RNA package
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recursion discussed in the RNAfold section to track the minimum free energy of the given
RNA sequence. In contrast, the backward recursion is extended to produce more than
solely one (MFE) structure.
While the RNAfold algorithm searches for one best MFE structure ΩF with a depth first
search, RNAsubopt returns all structures Ωi that have a free energy such that: E(Ωi) ≤
E(ΩF ) + δ, where δ is the size of a user defined energy interval. RNAsubopt with δ = 0
returns all MFE structures, in contrast to RNAfold which will return only one of them.
The structural ensemble returned is called a complete set of RNA structures, i.e. it contains
the whole conformation space Q within the energy interval. Generating such a complete
structure set, one has to accept that the amount of produced structures increases expo-
nentially with the length of the sequence [153].
Stochastic sampling of suboptimal structures
An alternative to estimate an energetically wide structure space for long RNA sequences
is to use the stochastic backtracking option implemented in RNAsubopt. In this case,
the forward recursion additionally calculates the equilibrium partition function [154] and
chooses the conformation space Q representing structures according to their equilibrium
probability. The algorithm to compute the equilibrium partition function is similar to the
discussed RNAfold forward recursions. Instead of picking the minimum, the sum over all
possibilities is stored in the matrices. The former additions of loop energies are replaced
by the multiplication of Boltzmann weighted energies. The Boltzmann weight e
−E(Ω)
RT is
computed with the energy of the secondary structure E(Ω), the gas constant R and the
absolute temperature T . The partition function Z sums over all Boltzmann weighted energy
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contributions.
Z =
∑
Ω∈Q
e
−E(Ω)
RT (2.6)
Based on Z the probability of a certain structure Ωi is equal to its Boltzmann weight divided
by the partition function:
P (Ωi) =
e
−E(Ωi)
RT
Z
(2.7)
The stochastic backtracking routine of RNAsubopt constitutes a secondary structure Ω with
the probability P (Ω). Therefore, the suboptimal structure output derived by stochastic
backtracking is not guaranteed to contain the MFE secondary structure, but it will contain
a statistically representative set of structures.
2.2 RNA pseudoknot prediction
We have seen that efficient dynamic programming algorithms for RNA folding require four
basic rules to define an RNA secondary structure (page 17). One of these rules ensures
that every formed base-pair dissects an RNA structure into two parts that cannot interact
any more. An RNA pseudoknot is known as a structural element that violates this rule
such that base-pairs are crossing. Formally, a secondary structure contains a pseudoknot if
there exist base-pairs (i, j), (k, l) ∈ Ω such that i < k < j < l.
2.2.1 RNA pseudoknot structures
Various kinds of crossing base-pairs result in pseudoknots of different complexity [140].
Some of them can be found in ribosomal RNA molecules [155], in the functional region
of Ribonuclease P [156, 157] or are known to be involved in eukaryotic self-cleaving in-
trons [158, 159]. In the viral kingdom, there are pseudoknotted self-cleaving RNA molecules
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ACCCAAAUCCAGGAGGUGAUUGGUAGUGGUGGUUAAUGAAAAUUAACUUACUACUACCAUAUAUCUCUAGA&GAAUUCUACCAUUCACCUCUUGGAUUUGGGUAUUAAAGAGGAGAAAGGUACCAUG 
((((((((((.(((((((..(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))..)))))))...&......[[[[.[[[.[[[[[[))))))))))....]]]]]].]]].]]]].....
(a) Dot-bracket including pseudoknots
(b) 2-page book embedding
Figure 2.6: Two forms of bi-secondary structure representation. The ampersand (&) de-
notes the interaction of two RNA molecules. The dot-bracket notation (a) depicts crossing
base-pairs with a second set of parenthesis, the book embedding representation (b) is ex-
tended with a second page to illustrate the pseudoknot. Both representations show the
most populated transition state during a kinetic simulation of the refolding riboswitch pub-
lished by Isaacs et al. [1]. The RNA molecule left of the ampersand is the trans-activation
RNA, the RNA molecule on the right side is the cis-repressed riboswitch. Figure 2.6b was
produced with JViz [141]
reported to be essential for replication, as well as for regulation of viral protein synthe-
sis [158].
In this thesis we will deal with a subset of pseudoknotted structures, so called bi-secondary
structures [140]. Every bi-secondary structure Ω is the union of two pseudoknot-free sec-
ondary structures Ωc + Ωpk. In terms of structure representation, the dot-bracket string
notation illustrates a pair (i, j) ∈ Ωc as ’(’ and ’)’ respectively, and a pair (p, q) ∈ Ωpk
as string ’[’ and ’]’. Book embedding shows (i, j) ∈ Ωc on the upper side, i. e. the first
page of the book and (p, q) ∈ Ωpk on the lower side, i. e. the second page of the book (see
figure 2.6). A bi-secondary structure excludes all kinds of nested pseudoknot structures.
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A very common bi-secondary structure is the H-type pseudoknot, where a hairpin loop
forms base-pairs with a single-stranded region outside of the hairpin. Both helices then
arrange such that they form one big helix structure together. These pseudoknots are found
frequently in various kinds of RNA classes [158], e. g. the human telomerase contains an
H-type pseudoknot that is essential for its catalytic function [160]. Another bi-secondary
pseudoknot motif is the interaction of two hairpin loops. This kissing-hairpin interaction
can result in a helix structure that is visually hardly distinguishable from a normal helix. A
very prominent example for such an interaction is the HIV Tar-Tar∗ complex [161].
The pseudoknot structure motif of interest for simulations of RNA-triggered riboswitches
is the linear-loop complex formation (schematically shown in figure 1.2). This initial in-
teraction subsequently leads to a pseudoknotted transition state (see figure 2.6) which, as
we will see in section 4.4, is temporary most populated during kinetic simulations. In the
equilibrium distribution, the two sequences are ending up in a pseudoknot-free RNA-duplex
formation (schematically shown in figure 1.2). Every intermediate conformation formed
during this (expected) refolding path is included within the set of bi-secondary structures.
The impact on refolding kinetics will be discussed in detail in section 3.2.
There exist various other defined sets of pseudoknot classes apart from bi-secondary struc-
tures. Following the book-embedding classification, the book-thickness (or page number)
can be used as classification of more complex, nested pseudoknots [140]. Alternatively,
Reeder & Gigerich define the set of predictable simple recursive pseudoknots [162] as those
where the involved helices do not contain any bulges and have maximum possible length.
A summary of pseudoknot classes traceable by different algorithms has been reviewed by
Condon et al. [163] and Reidys et al. [164].
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2.2.2 RNA pseudoknot folding
Pseudoknot folding algorithms include defined subsets of pseudoknots into RNA secondary
structure, since exhaustive pseudoknot prediction based on loop energies has been shown
to be NP-complete [165]. Some pseudoknot motifs are included in today’s energy mod-
els [166, 167], but considering the amount of possible conformations, a more general energy
model for pseudoknot structures would be highly desirable. A challenging aspect for the
evaluation of pseudoknot interactions is the necessity to include steric and topological con-
siderations. While the loop decomposition of standard RNA folding algorithms ensures that
every predicted structure is sterically possible, there is no such guarantee for pseudoknot
interactions. Instead, a predicted interaction of distant loops might be sterically impossible
due to the stiffness of separating helix regions. Furthermore, an RNA helix-turn requires
11 base-pairs; in order to exceed this length, a strand forming a pseudoknot would need
to wrap around the complementary strand. This is especially interesting when looking at
topological constraints of RNA hybridization kinetics, as pseudoknot interactions might
lead to a trapped, knotted intermediate structure [168, 169]. Taking such special cases
into account, published energy models for pseudoknot folding must be substantially more
complex than conventional loop-based energy models.
Heuristic approaches that do not guarantee to find the MFE secondary structure can include
a wide range of pseudoknot types. Kinefold [170] uses stochastic folding simulations at the
level of nucleation and dissociation of RNA helix regions, processes that have been shown
to be the time-limiting steps of RNA folding kinetics. A related algorithm (based on the
idea of iteratively forming stable stems) is implemented in HotKnots [171]. DotKnot [172]
uses dot plots generated by the Vienna RNA package as starting point for pseudoknot
construction. Alternative programs are based on genetic algorithms [173] or stochastic
context free grammars [174].
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Another promising approach from Cao & Chen deals with polymer physics, estimating loop
entropy and handling base-pair stacking as corresponding enthalpic term [175, 176]. Limited
experimentally measured loop entropy values restrict the set of predictable pseudoknots
mainly to H-type pseudoknots and a few other structural elements.
Dynamic programming approaches using loop-based energy models have been implemented
by Rivas & Eddy [177], Dirks & Pierce [178], Reeder & Gigerich [162], Beyer et al. [179] and
Reidys et al. [164]. The corresponding set of pseudoknot structures varies between certain
defined classes of H-type pseudoknots and certain examples of multiple nested pseudoknots.
2.2.3 Energy model of RNAscout.pl
To model the pseudoknot-like interaction of the RNA-triggered riboswitch published by
Isaacs et al. [1], we will stick to a very fast and simple energy model that can handle all
kinds of bi-secondary structures.
We have discussed that every bi-secondary structure Ω is the union of two pseudoknot-free
secondary structures Ωc+Ωpk. However, the decomposition of a bi-secondary structure into
two secondary structures is not unique, so the following rules are applied to each pseudoknot
structure. Additionally to Ω,Ωc and Ωpk we introduce the temporary terms Ωleft and Ωright
to extract the pseudoknotted part of the structure, such that the leftmost base-pair and
the corresponding non-crossing base-pairs are stored in Ωleft and the crossing base-pairs
in Ωright. Energy evaluation of Ωleft and Ωright determines whether the base-pairs in Ωleft
and Ωright correspond to Ωc and Ωpk or Ωpk and Ωc respectively.
1. If (i, j) ∈ Ω and no (k, l) ∈ Ω such that i < k < j < l, then (i, j) ∈ Ωc
2. If (i, j), (k, l) ∈ Ω such that i < k < j < l, then (i, j) ∈ Ωleft, (k, l) ∈ Ωright
3. If E(Ωright) < E(Ωleft) then
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• Ωc = Ωc ∪ Ωright
• Ωpk = Ωleft
else
• Ωc = Ωc ∪ Ωleft
• Ωpk = Ωright
This simple decomposition of pseudoknot structures identifies the number of pseudoknots,
but not necessarily stores all energetically worse helices in Ωpk. In case we have a helix
crossing scheme A,A′ and B′, B, where A′ and B′ denote the energetically worse helices,
A,B′ and A′, B are always evaluated together and contribute either to Ωc or Ωpk. This
inexactness needs to be considered when evaluating refolding paths that contain more than
one individual pseudoknot.
The structural parts Ωc and Ωpk are then energetically evaluated with the standard Vienna
RNA folding algorithms and a pseudoknot initiation penalty β is added n times, where n
corresponds to the amount of individual pseudoknots.
E(Ω) = E(Ωc) + E(Ωpk) + nβ (2.8)
β can either be set as a loop-type independent (constant) value or adjusted depending on
the type of loop interaction. Results in chapter 4 were produced using a initiation penalty
β independent of the type of loop interaction. Related penalties for β are e. g. the duplex
initiation energy of 4.1 kcal/mol [146], which is used for various RNA-RNA interaction
penalties in the Vienna RNA package, the penalty of DotKnot [172] of 7 kcal/mol, the
penalty of RNApkplex [179] of 8.1 kcal/mol or the even higher pseudoknot penalty of
pknotsRG [162] with 9 kcal/mol. The pseudoknot interaction penalty of RNApkplex was
shown to be most accurate in combination with the energy model of the Vienna RNA
package [179], therefore it is used as the default β for our evaluation of pseudoknot
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structures. Note, that if we are dealing with the modeling of the pseudoknot-like interaction
between two different sequences, two penalties are added for the initial crossing base-pair.
The pseudoknot penalty of 8.1 kcal/mol and the duplex initiation penalty of 4.1 kcal/mol
for the initial interaction between two sequences.
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RNA molecules are dynamic polymer chains that constantly rearrange within their environ-
ment, in order to minimize their free energy. In the following, we will focus on (re-)folding
kinetics of RNA structures. In particular, the goal is to estimate the time a given RNA
starting structure Ωi needs to refold into an energetically better structure Ωj . We will start
this chapter with the definition of a folding landscape, which is the basis for subsequent
calculations. The following sections will then discuss approaches to calculate folding ki-
netics within small exhaustively computable landscapes and large heuristically estimated
landscapes.
A folding landscape is defined as a triple (Q, M , E).
• The conformation space Q
⇒ defines the set of possible conformations
• The move-set M
⇒ defines the set of possible transitions and thus dictates a neighborhood/metric
within Q
• The energy (or fitness) function E
⇒ A relation that assigns a real value to each conformation, defining the shape of
the landscape
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The conformation space Q of an RNA molecule can be divided into different sections of
biological relevance. The minimum free energy structure ΩF is considered as the most
relevant part, followed by a set of suboptimal structures. The free energy of an open chain
molecule, i. e. a completely unpaired secondary structure, is 0 kcal/mol by definition and
dissects the part of relevant (suboptimal) structures from the part of irrelevant structures
whose conformation energies are greater than that of the open chain molecule (at the
given temperature). The amount of suboptimal structures grows exponentially with the
length of an RNA molecule, such that exhaustively enumerating all suboptimal structures is
feasible for small RNA sequences only. Whereas most RNA secondary structure prediction
algorithms aim to compute the MFE secondary structure ΩF , it is advisable to consider
all RNA secondary structures within a certain energy range E(Ωi) ≤ E(ΩF ) + δ to see
whether there are structurally distant conformations with comparable free energies (see
section 2.1.4).
The type of conformation space (i. e. the set of structures that is included) can be of crucial
impact when searching for refolding paths. In the following we will distinguish between two
types of RNA conformation spaces:
• the conventional secondary structure space Qconv
• the bi-secondary pseudoknot structure space Qpk
Qconv covers all RNA secondary structures that can be predicted by conventional RNA
structure prediction; thus, it is bound by the rules on page 17. Qpk covers Qconv and all
bi-secondary pseudoknot structures (see section 2.2). Considering that Qpk is a superset
of Qconv, the amount of structures included within the same energy range is far higher in
Qpk than in Qconv.
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Figure 3.1: This elementary move-set for RNA structures includes only the insertion or
deletion of a single valid base-pair.
The move-set (M)
The move-set M describes a notion of neighborhood and defines a metric within the
conformation space Q. Hence, it must fulfill the following properties:
1. Reversibility: Every move has an inverse counterpart, there are no one-way moves
that may lead to a trapped structure.
2. Validity: Every move results in a valid (neighboring) structure.
3. Ergodicity: Every structure Ωi is reachable from every other structure Ωj within Q.
The most elementary move-set one can think of for RNA structures is the insertion or
deletion of a single valid base-pair (see figure 3.1).
The combination of conformation space and move-set allows to detect paths (Πj⇐i) be-
tween two RNA structures Ωi and Ωj . A path Πj⇐i is obtained by iterative moves to
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neighboring structures until a starting structure Ωi is completely transformed into Ωj .
The energy function E
The energy function E assigns energies to each conformation within Q. Typical energy
models to score conventional RNA structures and RNA pseudoknot structures have been
discussed in section 2.1 and section 2.2, respectively. The energy function determines the
shape of an energy landscape, enabling to calculate whether a move (or transition) between
neighboring structures is likely or not. The computation of transition probabilities will be
discussed in detail in section 3.1.2.
Characterization of energy landscapes
Having discussed the general definition of folding landscapes, we are now interested in
the characteristics of particular landscapes. Importantly, we would like to have parameters
describing whether RNA structures can fold efficiently into their MFE secondary structure
or might be trapped in local minimum conformations.
A theoretical parameter is the so-called ruggedness of an energy landscape. One way ap-
proach quantify the ruggedness is to compute the amount of local minima of an energy
landscape [180]. Formally, for every local minimum structure Ωi and all of its neighboring
structures Ωi′ it holds that E(Ωi) ≤ E(Ωi′). Coming from simulated annealing, another
approach is to measure the depth of an energy landscape. The depth describes the max-
imum height of barrier energies separating the local minima. In the theory of simulated
annealing, depth and the correlated difficulty of an energy landscape determine how fast
the global optimum of an energy landscape can be found from arbitrary starting confor-
mations [181]. A saddle point (or barrier structure) Bji that separates two different local
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minima Ωi and Ωj is the energetically worst structure on the energetically best path Πj⇐i
within the set of all paths Pj⇐i (see figure 3.2).
E(Bji) = min
Πj⇐i∈Pj⇐i
max
Ω∈Πj⇐i
E(Ω) (3.1)
The barrier height (H) on a path Πj⇐i can be calculated by the energy of the transition
state E(Bji) and the energy of the starting minimum E(Ωi):
Hji = E(Bji)− E(Ωi) (3.2)
Coming back to our goal to calculate (re-)folding kinetics between two RNA structures Ωi
and Ωj , we need to compute a set of suboptimal structures, such that at least one path
Πj⇐i connecting the structures can be found. The transition probability from Ωi to Ωj is
then dependent on the energy barrier separating the two structures.
In our example of the structural rearrangement of the taRNA-crRNA couple published by
Isaacs et al. (see figure 1.2), we need to find the energetically best path from the starting
conformation ΩS (two independently folded MFE conformations) to the MFE conformation
ΩF (MFE RNA duplex conformation), considering that pseudoknot transition states might
shorten the best path possible within Qconv. The following sections will discuss a proper
way to calculate folding kinetics in a landscape based on a complete Qconv and approximate
approaches for calculations in a landscape based on a heuristic estimation of Qpk (Q˜pk).
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Bji
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iΩ
jΩ
Figure 3.2: Two basins of attraction of an RNA energy landscape, their associated local
minima Ωi and Ωj and the barrier structure (saddle point) Bji separating them.
3.1 Complete conformation space
3.1.1 ’barriers’ – characterization of folding landscapes
Computation of a barrier tree
The program barriers1 [182] computes all local minimum structures and separating barrier
conformations within a certain energy range by use of a flooding algorithm. An energetically
sorted list of Qconv (produced by RNAsubopt) is processed starting with the MFE structure.
The chosen move-set (i. e. base-pair moves) is applied to every conformation in the list
generating all possible neighbors. The resulting neighborhood is utilized to classify the
structures according to different cases:
1part of the Vienna RNA package
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• Non of the neighboring structures has been observed before
⇒ the structure is a new minimum Ωi
• All neighbors observed belong to the same minimum Ωi
⇒ assign structure to minimum Ωi
• Neighbors observed belong to different minima Ωi,Ωj, . . .
⇒ the structure is a barrier separating Ωi,Ωj, . . .
A graphical illustration of this algorithm is shown in figure 3.3. If the energy range is
sufficient to cover the maximum barrier, the set of local minima and barrier structures
results in a so called barrier tree; if the energy range is not sufficient, a forest with detached
barriers will be returned. The leaves of the barrier tree represent the local minima and inner
nodes are saddle points separating them. The length of edges corresponds to the energy
differences.
Partitioning (coarse-graining) of a folding landscape to gradient basins
As we will discuss in detail in section 3.1.2, exact computation of folding kinetics is unfea-
sible in exhaustively computed energy landscapes. One way to approximate folding kinetics
is to partition the landscape into macro-states that summarize a certain defined set of
conformations. This procedure is commonly known as coarse-graining.
Along with the computation of barrier trees a folding landscape can be partitioned into
gradient basins. The important point is that all structures in Q are either separating
barrier structures or are associated with exactly one local minimum. A gradient basin is
the union of all structures that end up in a certain energetic minimum by a gradient walk.
A gradient walk is defined as an iterative best energy improvement via the opening/closing
of single base-pairs.
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j
E
Bji
Figure 3.3: A graphical illustration of the flooding algorithm to generate barrier trees
(implemented in the program package barriers). Starting from the MFE structure, an
energetically sorted list of RNA conformations is processed to find local minimum structures
Ω and barriers (saddle points) B.
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Barrier Tree               Micro States             Gradient Basins
Figure 3.4: barriers partitions an energetically sorted list of micro-states into both a
barrier-tree and gradient basins. Every micro state within the landscape has exactly one
associated macro-state in both coarse-grained models. The observed barrier and minimum
structures are equal in both abstractions of the folding landscape, the basins of attraction
are different.
Gradient basins partition the folding landscape into macro-states that can be computed
during the generation of barrier trees (see figure 3.4). Importantly, the observed barrier
structures and local minima are the same for barrier trees and gradient basins. The differ-
ence, however, is that barrier trees do not consider the basins of attraction.
3.1.2 Folding kinetics using barrier trees & gradient basins
Folding kinetics as a Markov process
There are different approaches to calculate dynamics within a folding landscape. An al-
ternative to calculations on barrier trees are Monte Carlo methods that consider every
single configuration of the molecule of interest [183]. barriers, however, enables to
model molecular dynamics as a Markov process [184]. Therefore, transition rates kji are
introduced to determine the probability of a transition between neighboring structures Ωi
and Ωj . Based on these transition rates, the following master equation can be set up to
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determine the time-dependent probability of a structure Ωi.
dPt(Ωi)
dt
=
∑
j 6=i
[Pt(Ωj)kij − Pt(Ωi)kji] (3.3)
The change in population density of a certain structure Ωi is calculated from the sum over
all incoming rates kij times the probability to be in Ωj minus the sum of all outgoing rates
kji times the probability to be in Ωi. The overall probability to end up in a certain structure
Ωi as a function of time can be obtained by explicit solution of the master equation.
A way to numerically solve this equation is to set up a rate matrix R that contains all
rates kij and the rates to remain in the current configuration, kii. Based on R, master
equation 3.3 can be rewritten in matrix form, which can be integrated numerically [185]:
d
dt
Pt = RPt (3.4)
The solution of equation 3.4 can then be calculated considering the initial and temporal
distribution vectors Pt and P0:
Pt = e
tRP0 (3.5)
where P0 is the population density at the time point t = 0. In order to solve equation 3.5, R
needs to be diagonalized. This is possible for a small rate matrix (with about 10000 states),
but unfeasible for a rate matrix including all states of a conformation space. barriers
therefore coarse-grains the folding landscape into gradient-basins (see section 3.1.1) and
returns a rate matrix R connecting these macro-states. The described equations to process
R are implemented in the treekin package2 [182]. The corresponding thesis [186] provides
a more detailed description of the mathematical background.
2Vienna RNA package
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Modeling of transition rates
We have now found a way to numerically calculate folding kinetics on the basis of transition
rates. In principle there are several ways to compute rates between neighboring structures.
An important aspect that needs to be considered is detailed balance, i. e. ensuring that
microscopic fluxes between neighboring structures are reversible. In other words, the prob-
ability of being in structure Ωi (pii) times the rate towards Ωi from another state Ωj (kij)
needs to be the same as the probability of being in Ωj (pij) times the backward rate (kji):
piikij = pijkji (3.6)
On a grad scale, we need to ensure that the probability for a structure Ωj (pij) equals
the sum of over all rates towards Ωj (kji) times the probability to be in the respective
neighboring structure Ωi (pii).
pij =
∑
i6=j
kjipii (3.7)
barriers calculates rates between neighboring structures (i. e. transition rates) with the
Arrhenius Law. A transition rate kji is then calculated as:
kji = k0e
−
E(Ωt)−E(Ωi)
RT (3.8)
where the transition state E(Ωt) is the maximum of E(Ωi) and E(Ωj) and k0 is a constant
to adjust the time dependency of a transition. k0 is set to 1 by default. Assuming that the
transition state is always the energetically worse state of the two neighboring conformations,
the Arrhenius law is the same as the Metropolis rule of simulated annealing, assuming that
a transition rate kji from structure Ωi to structure Ωj is always 1 if E(Ωi) ≥ E(Ωj), and a
small non-negative number calculated by the Boltzmann weighted distribution otherwise:
kji =


1 if E(Ωi) ≥ E(Ωj)
e−
E(Ωj )−E(Ωi)
RT otherwise
(3.9)
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The rate matrix R to solve equation 3.5 contains the rates calculated by the Arrhenius
Law kij and rates to remain in the current conformation kii. To ensure that the sum of
probabilities for each transition from a certain state (including the transition to remain in
the current conformation) is 1, the rates to remain in the current structure (the diagonal
of R) is calculated by the negative sum of all outgoing rates.
R(kij) =


kji if i 6= j
−
∑
j 6=i kji if i = j
(3.10)
An exhaustive computation that considers rates between all possible conformations would
result in a huge size of R even for small sequences, making the solution of the master
equation unfeasible. As mentioned previously, it is necessary to coarse-grain the data set
into macro-states, for example by partitioning the landscape into gradient basins. The
open question is now, how to approximate rates between macro-states. If we assume that
the time spent in such a macro-state is long enough to reach the internal equilibrium, we
can compute rates between macro-states from the equilibrium probability of all structures
within a basin. This equilibrium probability within a basin α can then be computed by the
internal partition function Zα =
∑
Ωi∈α
e−E(Ωi)/RT . The probability of a structure Ωi in
the basin α is derived by dividing its Boltzmann weight by the partition function:
P [Ωi|α] =
e
−E(Ωi)
RT
Zα
(3.11)
The rate connecting a basin α and β (rβα) is calculated from all individual rates rji, where
structure Ωi ∈ α and Ωj ∈ β:
rβα =
∑
j∈β
∑
i∈α
rjiP [Ωi|α] for α 6= β (3.12)
When using the equilibrium partition function Z to compute rates between macro-states,
we approximate that it is of no impact which exact structure Ωi is picked within the gradient
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basin. An exact computation would consider P [Ωi|α, t,Ωi0] with Ωi0 being the particular
state from which basin α was entered and t being the time dependency to reach state
i. With the assumption that the time is long enough to reach the equilibrium probability
independently from the starting state i0, the probability can be approximated as P [Ωi|α].
Note that rβα can be computed during the generation of barrier trees, as we are dealing
with a complete Qconv where every structure belongs to a certain basin of attraction. In the
following section (dealing with an heuristic Q˜pk), we need other approximations to calculate
transition rates.
3.2 Heuristically estimated conformation space
We have now discussed kinetics considering every possible conformation in the folding
landscape. However, the problem of finding the best energy barrier (Bij) separating two
RNA secondary structures in a conformation space (Q) that excludes pseudoknots was
shown to be NP-complete in 2010 [187]. In other words, exhaustive computation fails if
the energy barrier is too high and therefore the relevant part of the RNA conformation
space becomes computationally intractable. A number of algorithms that deal with path
finding heuristics to estimate barrier heights have been implemented and will be discussed
within this section.
If bi-secondary pseudoknot structures are included, the cardinality of Q increases to a
superset Qpk, making exhaustive computation unfeasible. However, sometimes there are
refolding paths that have a high energetic barrier in Qconv and a comparably low energy
barrier in Qpk (see figure 3.5). Section 3.2.2 will show an approach to estimate folding
kinetics from any starting structure ΩS into the MFE secondary structure ΩF .
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E
Q(conv)
Q(pk)
Figure 3.5: The RNA structure Ωi is a local minimum in the energy landscape. To refold
into conformation Ωj, the time consuming step is to pass the energy barrier (Bji). Bji
is the energetically worst structure on the best path Ωji. Within Qconv the barrier height
is far bigger than in the extended conformation space Qpk. Barrier heights were derived
from the findpath and pk findpath heuristic respectively, the complete best paths Ωj⇐i
within Qconv and Qpk can be seen in appendix A.1 and A.2.
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3.2.1 Heuristic path generation
We have discussed previously that a transition rate and the corresponding probability of a
transition is proportional to the energy difference between two structures. In other words,
the height of the energy barrier along the best path Πj⇐i determines the transition rate.
The following heuristic algorithms have been implemented to determine the best path
Πj⇐i in large folding landscapes. In detail, they have been implemented for a conventional
conformation space Qconv and the elementary base-pair move-set (see page 38). Heuristic
approaches for path finding problems can be grouped into the general path heuristics and
the subset of direct path heuristics [188]. A direct path that transforms structure Ω1 into
structure Ω2 is generated by opening base pairs in Ω1 that are not contained in Ω2 and
introducing base-pairs from Ω2 that are not contained in Ω1. The length of a direct path is
therefore exactly the base-pair distanceD(Ω1,Ω2) and the set of structures that is evaluated
for barrier estimation is excluding every structure with base-pairs (i, j) /∈ (Ω1 ∪ Ω2). The
evaluation of all direct paths is still too costly, but there are fast heuristics that estimate
barrier heights on direct paths. The Morgan & Higgs heuristic [188] performs a greedy
search with the following steps starting with Ω1:
• search for base-pairs exclusively in Ω2 that have the least number of incompatible
pairs in Ω1. Choose one randomly in case there are multiple base-pairs fulfilling this
condition.
• Remove the appropriate incompatible pairs from Ω1, add the new pair to Ω1 and, if
additional pairs can be formed, add these to Ω1.
• Repeat this procedure with the new intermediate structure until it is transformed into
the final structure Ω2.
Another fast and simple heuristic to generate direct paths between two structures is the
findpath routine [189]. findpath performs a breadth first search, generating all neighbors
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of the starting structure that are one step closer to the final structure and keeps the
energetically best m in memory. These candidates are then taken to produce the next best
m structures. To set an upper bound for barrier energies, findpath pre-computes a greedy
barrier energy with m = 1. During the subsequent breadth first search for direct paths,
those exceeding the upper bound are discarded.
Barrier heights derived from direct paths, however, are often worse than their indirect
counterparts. A statistical comparison of exact barrier heights and findpath barriers can
be seen in section 4.1, page 62. The performance of the heuristic decreases with growing
barrier heights. This observation is rather intuitive, as barrier heights are correlated with
the base-pair distance and therefore stabilizing base-pairs are increasingly relevant.
Morgan & Higgs [188] have therefore also presented a method to heuristically estimate
indirect paths. A set of low energy secondary structures is sampled and the starting and
end structures Ω1 and Ω2 are added. The resulting set of structures is seen as the vertices
of a graph. The corresponding edges are introduced by their greedy direct path heuristic
discussed above. By use of a single link cluster algorithm the optimal path from Ω1 to Ω2
within the network can be determined.
Another heuristic for the generation of indirect paths has been published by Dotu et al. [190].
Their algorithm detects indirect paths with a semi-greedy tabu search, storing a list of the
last k-visited conformations. Via iterative base-pair moves, structure Ω1 is transformed to
Ω2. One of the energetically best neighbors (not stored in the list of visited conformations)
is selected randomly and taken as the new transition state. The algorithm terminates if Ω1
is completely transformed to Ω2.
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’pk findpath’ – direct paths in pseudoknot space
Even if both starting and end structures Ωi and Ωj are pseudoknot free, it is possible
that the intermediate conformations on a path Πj⇐i contain pseudoknots (see figure 3.5).
Especially, if there are conflicting helices that are able to form an energetically favorable
pseudoknot if they are partially formed. The principle of the pk findpath algorithm is a
breadth first search with a fixed upper bound analogous to findpath [189]. In contrast
to the previously described algorithm, pk findpath operates on an enhanced folding land-
scape. The conformation space is extended to a set of structures that includes bi-secondary
pseudoknot conformations (Qpk) and base-pair moves are extended to allow every kind of
crossing base-pair that results in a bi-secondary structure. The energy of conventional
secondary structures is evaluated by the standard loop based energy model described in
section 2.1.3; the energy of bi-secondary structures is computed by the extended energy-
function from equation 2.8.
A comparison of the predicted findpath and pk findpath barrier height for an RNA-
triggered riboswitch can be seen in figure 3.5. The complete refolding paths are shown in
appendix A.1 and appendix A.2. findpath predicts a pseudoknot-free refolding path with
a barrier structure Bji that has a free energy of -25.80 kcal/mol, whereas pk findpath
predicts a pseudoknot interaction resulting in a barrier structure with a free energy of
-32.30 kcal/mol. The corresponding barrier heights regarding the energy of the starting
conformation E(ΩS) = −42.40 kcal/mol are 16.6 kcal/mol and 10.1 kcal/mol, respectively.
A more general consequence of the altered landscape will be discussed in section 4.1. For
small barriers, findpath and pk findpath give the same results, as pseudoknot intermedi-
ate structures do not improve the barrier height. When comparing high barrier predictions,
we do see differences in the direct path generation as pseudoknots increasingly lower the
barrier energies.
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3.2.2 ’RNAscout.pl’ – heuristic folding landscapes
As an improvement to the previously described direct path heuristics, we will now try to esti-
mate indirect folding pathways with a small set of related neighboring conformations within
the conformation space Qpk. We will refer to this set of heuristically determined structures
as Q˜pk. The generated network of structures shall then be the basis to approximate folding
dynamics of the full conformation space Qpk.
In contrast to the ex ante generation of a complete Qconv by the backtracking procedure of
RNAsubopt, we will now discuss the generation of a partial Q˜pk starting from an arbitrary
starting structure ΩS and the MFE structure ΩF . The algorithm of RNAscout.pl builds
a recursive conformation graph, with vertices representing RNA secondary structures and
edges corresponding to the moves that generated the connected vertices.
RNAscout.pl utilizes a larger move-set than the previously introduced base-pair moves.
Structurally close conformations are lumped together into stacked, consecutive base-pairs
that are opened and closed in one step. Approximations of landscapes with such large move-
sets can cause problems in terms of ergodicity and reversibility (see section 3, page 38),
as certain thresholds lead to non-reversible steps during the graph construction. Thus,
transition rates between connected vertices are calculated in succession by use of the
pk findpath heuristic to ensure detailed balance within the generated heuristic landscape.
A conformation graph produced by RNAscout.pl allows two types of output evaluation.
The first possibility is to extract the minimum barrier from the generated network. In this
case, a path between any starting structures Ωi and Ωj can be evaluated for indirect barrier
detection. A comparison of predicted pk findpath barriers and RNAscout.pl barriers
can be seen in section 4.1. However, the single best path between two structures is not
sufficient to have a good approximation of the folding dynamics. Instead, we can calculate
folding kinetics within the whole generated network. In this case it is advisable to stick to
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Figure 3.6: Algorithm of RNAscout.pl: Within guided space, a SHM network (blue)
around the starting structures (black dots) is generated. The post-processing steps (gradient
walk and consensus neighbor connection) generate the output graph (black) which is then
utilized to estimate barrier heights or run kinetic simulations.
a path ending up in the MFE secondary structure ΩF . ΩF is always most populated in
the thermodynamic equilibrium and usually strongly influences any refolding path Πj⇐i. A
simulation that does not include ΩF will show a highly modified distribution of structures
in the thermodynamic equilibrium.
The stacked helix move-set (SHM)
The stacked helix move-set (SHM), which is implemented in RNAscout.pl, operates on
an abstraction of RNA secondary structures. In the standard representation of RNA con-
formations, every base is accessible for pairing and every single base-pair can be opened
and closed in one step. An RNA secondary structure that can be processed with the SHM
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Figure 3.7: (a) RNA graph representation for the SHM model. (b) Principle of the
stacked helix move-set. The opening of vertices is straight-forward as only one vertex can
be removed at once. The folding of anti-parallel arcs is only allowed to introduce one new
vertex to assure the symmetry of the SHM neighborhood.
is seen as a combination of consecutive stacked pairs forming a non-divisible unit (i. e. a
stacked helix) and single strands that are available to form new stacked helices. Thus,
whereas other definitions of a helix structure might include interior loops, bulges and hair-
pins, a stacked helix is delimited by any kinds of non-pairing bases. Isolated base-pairs are
also seen as stacked helices that are processed by the SHM. This representation results in a
5’ to 3’ directed graph shown in figure 3.7a. Note that there are also arcs of size 0, e. g. if
a bulge is separating two stacked helices.
Based on this graph representation, the SHM can iteratively split stacked helices to single
strands or fold every combination of anti-parallel single strands (longer than n bases) to
form one new vertex. Additionally single strands can fold alone, resulting in local hairpin
formations. In principle this move-set is able to generate every type of pseudoknot structure;
those that are not within the set of bi-secondary structures are discarded in the subsequent
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energy evaluation.
While the opening of vertices is a straight-forward procedure where only a single vertex can
be split at once, the folding of arcs needs to explicitly avoid the possibility to introduce
more than one vertex at once to ensure the symmetry of the SHM neighborhood. Thus,
if the optimal folding of arcs results in n > 1 vertices, n neighboring conformations are
generated, each containing one different new vertex. An optimal solution containing all n
vertices can only be found after n steps of neighbor generation.
The folding of single arcs for local hairpin formations is done using the RNAsubopt algorithm
(see section 2.1.4), with an energy range δ that is calculated as the difference between the
energy of the whole RNA structure Ωi and the total energy range within guided space (see
below). Folding of two anti-parallel arcs uses the RNAduplex algorithm. This algorithm is
similar to RNAcofold (see section 2.1.3) but does not allow intramolecular loops. In case
of a duplex interaction, we do not allow suboptimal interactions.
Building a recursive conformation graph
A heuristic Q˜pk is generated by a recursive call of the SHM, until no new structures are
found. The initial set of conformations contains the starting structures Ωi and Ωj that shall
be connected with at least one path Πj⇐i. The selection of RNA secondary structures that
are further processed in a new round of the SHM is parameter-dependent on both their
energetic relevance and structural affinity to the starting structures (discussed in detail
below).
After termination of the recursive SHM call, two post-processing steps are applied to en-
hance the performance of the generated network. Note, that so far there is no certainty
that a path Πj⇐i was generated, instead it is likely that two different sets of conformations
evolved from both Ωi and Ωj , with a structurally close, but not connected set of RNA
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secondary structures.
RNA molecules tend to minimize their free energy and fold into local minimum structures.
A refolding path is therefore more reasonable if it connects different local minimum confor-
mations instead of move-set dependent intermediate states. The first post-processing step
assigns every RNA secondary structure to the next best local minimum conformation. This
method was previously introduced as a gradient walk that iteratively opens or closes single
base-pairs to improve the energy until a local minimum is found. During this step, different
vertices can be merged to one local minimum that combines the edges of its predecessors.
In a second post-processing step structurally related conformations that are not neighbors
within the conformation graph, are identified and connected with additional edges. There
are various ways to define structurally related, neighboring conformations. One of them
depends on the base-pair distance. In other words: Ωi and Ωj are related if D(Ωi,Ωj) < n
where n is a user defined parameter. RNAscout.pl uses a parameter-independent definition
of related conformations. Ωi and Ωj are related if all base-pairs in Ωi are also formed by Ωj .
In other words, the base-pairs formed by Ωi are a subset of those formed by Ωj . New edges
for neighboring conformations are thus connecting structures where one conformation is
comprised in the other one. Two structures that have a base-pair distance of 2, such that
one base-pair (p, q) ∈ Ωi and (p, q) /∈ Ωj whereas the other base-pair (k, l) ∈ Ωj and
(k, l) /∈ Ωi are not seen as neighbors by this model. On the other hand, if the open chain
is generated during the SHM, it is connected to every other structure within the network
during this post processing step.
Guiding potential as a soft boundary
Exhaustive computation of a conformation space considers all RNA secondary structures
Ωi with E(Ωi) ≤ E(ΩF )+ δ (see section 2.1.4). In order to restrict the cardinality of Q˜pk,
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while keeping a structural related network around the best path Πj⇐i, a second parameter
is introduced that favors conformations related to the initial structures. RNAscout.pl
restricts the relevant conformation space with a soft boundary, the guiding potential (Γ),
that is added to the energy of each RNA secondary structure Ωx, resulting in a relevance
score P :
P (Ωx) = E(Ωx) + Γ(Ωx) (3.13)
Γ is composed of the base-pair distance dx,i = D(Ωx,Ωi) and dx,j = D(Ωx,Ωj) and a user
defined guiding stringency γ.
Γ(Ωx) = γ(dx,i + dx,j)
2 (3.14)
The selection of RNA secondary structures that will be part of the recursive conformation
graph is based on an ex ante computation of the direct path barrier found by pk findpath
(Bpkfij ). For any structure Ωx that is part of a direct path between Ωi and Ωj holds that
dx,i + dx,j = di,j, such that we can write the soft boundary for the conformation graph as:
P (Ωx) = E(Ωx) + γ(dx,i + dx,j)
2 ≤ E(Bpkfi,j ) + γ(di,j)
2 + δ (3.15)
The combination of energy range and guiding potential creates an RNA structure space
around the best Πj⇐i, with the two user defined parameters:
1. δ to adjust the size of the conformation graph
2. γ to adjust the shape of the conformation graph
δ needs to be sufficiently high to include the barrier structure within the set of vertices.
γ allows to shrink the conformation graph if a high δ is necessary. However, a high γ
excludes structures that differ strongly from the direct path between starting and end
structure. Considering that the stacked helix move-set needs an energy range sufficient to
open whole helices, it might not be possible to find the direct path between starting and
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end structure. In contrast, a low γ results in a huge amount of generated structures before
a potential barrier is found.
Figure 3.6 shows a summary of the RNAscout.pl algorithm:
1. the guiding potential is calculated from the starting structures
2. the recursive SHM network is generated within guided space
3. SHM vertices are assigned to local minima via gradient walks
4. comprised local minima are connected with new edges
3.2.3 Folding kinetics in a heuristic conformation space
Now that we have a heuristic image of the bi-secondary structure space in form of connected
(edges) local minima (vertices), the goal is to calculate folding kinetics from ΩS to ΩF .
Folding kinetics as a Markov process
As we have discussed in section 3.1.2, there are several approaches to estimate molecular
dynamics between RNA secondary structures. Analogous to section 3.1.2 we will handle
the molecular dynamics between RNA secondary structures as a Markov process. The
underlying master-equation to determine the time-dependent probability of a structure Ωi
was shown in equation 3.3, which can be solved numerically by use of a rate matrix R (see
equation 3.5).
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Calculation of transition rates
In the heuristic conformation space, we estimate barriers between connected local minima
with the pk findpath algorithm. This approximation should be sufficient, as connected
local minima were generated from single stacked helix neighbors or are comprised in each
other. The transition rate kji between two local minima Ωi and Ωj is computed by the
Arrhenius law considering the energetic difference between the pk findpath barrier Bpkfij
and the starting minimum E(Ωi):
rji = r0e
−
E(B
pkf
ji
)−E(Ωi)
RT (3.16)
In contrast to barriers, that coarse-grains all conformations within an energy range into
gradient basins, RNAscout.pl considers solely local minimum conformations. A computed
rate matrix R does therefore contain the rates rji instead of rβα.
Comparison of simulations, influence of the soft boundary
A comparison between kinetic simulations of macro-states produced by barriers and the
conformation graph generated from RNAscout.pl will be shown in section 4.3. Additionally
to the performance comparison against barriers we will discuss the influence of the user
defined network parameters δ and γ on kinetic simulations.
As we are primarily interested in the population density of starting structure ΩS and the
MFE structure ΩF , we focus on the distance of the trajectories from ΩS and ΩF computed
by different simulations. The absolute distance D of trajectories in different simulations
can be computed in the following way:
D =
∑
t
(ΩIS(t)− Ω
II
S (t)
2 + (ΩIF (t)− Ω
II
F (t))
2 (3.17)
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where ΩIS(t) denotes the population density of starting structure ΩS in simulation I at a
time point t.
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The following computational results are divided into four subsections. The first two are
dealing with the general distribution of barrier heights and the performance of Vienna
RNA package heuristics on barrier height estimation. The underlying data set of RNA
sequences is taken from the RNAstrand database [191]. In total, 1198 sequences with a
length between 30 and 200 nucleotides have been evaluated.
The last two subsections show the performance of kinetic simulations within heuristically
estimated folding landscapes. Section 4.3 compares various simulations on small folding
landscapes with barriers, whereas section 4.4 finally summarizes the results for the large
folding landscape analysis of a synthetic riboswitch.
4.1 Barrier heights of RNA sequences
We previously discussed that the maximum barrier height in a folding landscape is a crucial
parameter for its difficulty. In the theory of simulated annealing, this parameter is the
decisive factor whether the global optimum of a folding landscape can be reached for sure
[181]. In a similar manner, very high barrier heights of RNA folding landscapes may prevent
the RNA molecule from folding into the MFE secondary structure. Instead, the molecule
might be trapped in a probably nonfunctional local minimum conformation. We therefore
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expect that functional RNA sequences tend to optimize their folding paths by avoiding high
energy barriers, such that the suboptimal conformations can refold into the MFE secondary
structure quickly and the MFE secondary structure is highly populated in the cell.
In contrast to ordinary RNA molecules, bistable RNA-switches are expected to have a high
maximum barrier, separating two functional local/global minimum conformations. Usually,
switching between these conformations is triggered by an independent catalyst that lowers
the barrier energy.
As mentioned previously, the barrier height (Hji) on a path Πj⇐i can be calculated as the
difference of the energy of the transition state E(Bji) and the energy of the minimum
E(Ωi) where we start (see equation 3.2).
1198 natural sequences (differing in at least one base) were processed to compute energy
barriers of the corresponding folding landscapes. To this end, up to 5 × 106 suboptimal
structures with an energy E(Ω) ≤ 3 kcal/mol were computed by RNAsubopt. As the
physical stability of RNA molecules depends on stacking energies, starting with an open
chain RNA molecule, the first base-pair closed does always result in a positive free energy.
The positive energy cut-off is chosen to avoid that the open chain RNA secondary structure
(0 kcal/mol) forms a detached local minimum when computing the energy landscape. A
sorted list of the suboptimal RNA secondary structures was processed with the program
package barriers to partition the landscape into gradient basins and corresponding barrier
trees (see section 3.1.1). As default, barriers partitions the landscape into macro-states
that have a minimum basin height of 1 kcal/mol, i. e. observed barriers that are lower than
this threshold are merged into one gradient basin (and the corresponding leaf of the barrier
tree). To decrease the amount of small barriers, the tree size was limited to 100 local
minima. Furthermore, trees for every sequence were recomputed with a minimum barrier
height of 3 and 5 kcal/mol and duplicate entries within the three barrier trees per sequence
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were discarded.
Due to the limited amount of suboptimal structures, barriers occasionally returned a
forest instead of a single barrier tree. In this case, some local minima that were obtained,
were not connected to neighboring basins (i. e. detached) as the barrier height exceeded the
computed part of the folding landscape. In total, barriers returned 210228 local minima,
200719 of them in combination with a barrier height to the next local minimum, 9509
without an associated barrier height. The total maximum barrier height derived from these
barrier trees was 15.6 kcal/mol, the maximum detached barrier height was 14.20 kcal/mol.
In order to search for the maximum barrier height within the folding landscapes, all forests
returned by barriers were post processed with the findpath heuristic, searching for direct
paths in the conventional conformation space. The cut-off for the findpath breadth first
search was set to 50. After this step, all forests were returned as reconnected barrier trees
where the maximum barrier could be determined. Beware that – especially for very high
barriers – direct path heuristics might not be sufficient to find the minimum barrier height.
For statistical comparison, we generated a second data set of random structures. As
physical stability of RNA secondary structures is known to depend on stacking energies,
the RNAstrand sequences were randomly shuﬄed preserving the dinucleotide composition.
Based on these shuﬄed sequences with same length and dinucleotide composition we will
assess the question whether natural RNA molecules are optimized to have low maximum
barriers.
Figure 4.1a shows the distribution of the maximum barrier height per sequence. Note
that there is no length or MFE dependency included within this comparison. For this
reason, figure 4.1b shows a histogram depicting the difference of barrier heights between
every single RNAstrand sequence and its randomly shuﬄed counterpart. Higher barriers for
shuﬄed sequences result in a positive value, lower barriers in a negative value.
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of maximum barrier heights. Natural sequences with a length
ranging from 30-200 nucleotides are compared against dinucleotide shuﬄed counterparts.
(a) Dark bars represent natural sequences, light bars show the distribution of barrier heights
from shuﬄed sequences. (b) A histogram depicting the difference of barrier heights between
individual natural sequences and shuﬄed counterparts (Hshuffled −Hnatural).
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The new maximum barrier heights derived from the RNAstrand data set range from 4 to
49 kcal/mol. The distribution of the RNAstrand sequences has its peak at 8 kcal/mol,
which is comparatively low. In total, 186 of 1198 sequences have the maximum barrier
at about 8 kcal/mol. There are 78 and 117 smaller barriers around 6 and 7 kcal/mol,
respectively. Barriers below that threshold are extremely rare (20 in total). The remaining
amount of barrier heights decreases between 9 kcal/mol (153 sequences) and 24 kcal/mol
(11 sequences). Higher barriers (23 in total) range up to 49 kcal/mol, but they are all
estimated by findpath routine.
The length of sequences included within this statistical comparison varies between 30 and
200 nucleotides. However, as we are dealing with natural sequences from the RNAstrand
database, there are predominantly small sequences:
• 168 sequences with 30-50 nucleotides
• 788 sequences with 51-100 nucleotides
• 248 sequences with 101-150 nucleotides
• 25 sequences with 151-200 nucleotides
This partially explains the left shift of the distribution, but even if these smaller subsets are
examined separately, one can see an optimization towards lower barrier heights irrespective
of the sequence length (see figure 4.2).
When inspecting the shuﬄed sequences in figure 4.1a and the bar-plots in figure 4.2, we
observe a similar shape of the distribution compared to the original RNAstrand sequences,
underlining the importance of preserving the dinucleotide content. However, in contrast to
natural sequences, the distribution of random counterparts is shifted to higher maximum
barriers as a whole, which supports the hypothesis that barrier heights of natural sequences
are optimized.
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Figure 4.2: Caption on page 68
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of maximum barrier heights. The data set of figure 4.1 is split into
four length dependent groups. On the left side (a, c, e, g) one can see the frequency of
barrier heights from natural sequences (dark bars) and dinucleotide shuﬄed sequences (light
bars). On the right side (b, d, f, h) one can see histograms depicting the difference between
natural sequences and their dinucleotide shuﬄed counterparts (Hshuffled−Hnatural). Note,
that the scale of the y-axis differs between the individual figures.
Histograms in figures 4.1b and 4.2 compare barrier heights of individual sequences to their
randomly shuﬄed counterparts. Higher barriers for shuﬄed sequences result in a positive
value. The results clearly show that barrier optimization increases with the length of the
sequence, which is quite intuitive, as longer sequences have more potential to optimize
their refolding pathways.
4.2 Comparison of path-finding heuristics
We will now evaluate the performance of heuristics to recompute known barrier energies. In
the previous section, obtained barrier trees were post processed with the findpath routine
and the maximum barrier per sequence was computed. In this section, all barrier heights
within the original barrier trees (or forests) were recomputed with the three heuristics
contained in the Vienna RNA package:
• findpath to estimate the best direct path in a folding landscape based on the
conventional conformation space Qconv
• pk findpath to estimate the best direct path in a folding landscape based on the
bi-secondary structure conformation space Qpk
• RNAscout.pl to estimate the best indirect path in a folding landscape based on the
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bi-secondary structure conformation space Qpk
The breadth first search of the direct path heuristics (findpath and pk findpath) was
limited to keep the best 100 structures in memory. The parameters to restrict the size and
shape of the RNAscout.pl network (see equation 3.15), were adjusted automatically. The
guiding stringency γ is calculated from the estimated pk findpath barrier height between
the input structures Ωi and Ωj (H
pkf
ji ):
γ =
Hpkfji
10
(4.1)
Equation 4.1 is based on the hypothesis that high barriers estimated from direct paths, will
also result in high barriers when considering indirect paths. A stringent guiding potential
will therefore allow to raise the energy range δ without an extreme expansion of network
vertices (i. e. intermediate structures). δ is set to 2 kcal/mol, but is increased by 1 kcal/mol
if either the generated network does not contain a path Πj⇐i (i. e. it is not connected) or
if it consists of less than 500 vertices. On the other hand, if more than 1500 intermediate
structures are generated and the graph is still not connected, or if the memory requirements
of the program exceed 20 GB, the calculations are stopped and no output is returned.
Recomputation of these barrier heights would require to vary the γ parameter, which is not
done in this comparison. For simplicity, these barrier heights are excluded from the data
set.
barriers always computes the minimal barrier heights within the input conformation
space. Still, dealing with the same conformation space, findpath can predict better barrier
heights. This observation results from an approximation we have discussed in section 2.1.3.
To reduce the time complexity of RNA folding algorithms from O(n4) to O(n3), the length
of interior loops is limited to 30 base-pairs. Thus, RNAsubopt excludes structures exceeding
this cut-off from the conformation space. This restriction should not influence the compu-
tational results when searching for minimum free energy structures or energetically stable
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suboptimal structures, as large interior loops cause high energetic penalties. However, when
searching for saddle points separating different local minimum conformations, energetically
unfavorable conformations become important to measure barrier heights. Furthermore,
length restriction of interior loops results in the computation of false local minimum con-
formations. If unpaired regions longer than 30 base-pairs are not allowed, the algorithm
computes a local minimum conformation given that it does not contain an interior loop
longer than 30.
Table 4.1 shows the ratio between lower, equal and higher barrier height computations
when comparing the heuristics to barriers. The data set therefore contains all attached,
but no detached barriers heights.
The results can be split into three major sets. Between 0.5 and 6.4 kcal/mol, the majority
(i. e.more than 50%) of heuristically determined barrier heights are equal to the results
returned by barriers. From 6.5 to 9.4 kcal/mol, the majority of heuristically determined
barrier heights is higher than those computed by barriers and finally, barriers higher
than 9.5 kcal/mol are rarely predicted by the individual heuristics. The last set of barriers
greater than 9.5 kcal/mol, however, is comparatively small, making statistical comparison
error-prone.
Generally, predictions of findpath and pk findpath show the same results when com-
paring the total amount of lower, equal and higher estimates. When inspecting the ratio
of equal to higher estimated barrier heights, the accuracy decreases with increasing barrier
heights. This indicates that refolding paths with high barriers are predominantly indirect
paths. Interestingly, the amount of lower barrier height estimates is around 10%, which is
higher than we expected, because interior loops of size greater 30 are energetically unfa-
vorable. In search for saddle point conformations, it is therefore advisable to increase the
maximum interior loop size.
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RNAscout.pl predicts more equal barrier heights and less higher barrier heights than the
direct path heuristics in general. The amount of lower estimated barrier heights is in-
creased to direct path heuristics, indicating that some of these estimations result from
indirect pseudoknotted intermediates that could not be found by direct path heuristics and
barriers.
The last column shows the minimum of all heuristic barrier height estimations. The differ-
ence to the best heuristic (RNAscout.pl) shows that there are barrier heights where the
direct path heuristics performed better than RNAscout.pl. These results are predominantly
caused by small local rearrangements. As an example, given a local minimum consisting of
a helix with the complementary strands A and B, and another minimum forms a slightly
shifted helix of same length A′ with B′, then the structures are neither neighbors within the
stacked helix move-set nor comprised in each other. RNAscout.pl will therefore not see
these conformations as neighbors; instead, it connects the structures with a transition state
that (in worst case) has no base-pair of both helices inserted. For such small rearrange-
ments, a direct path heuristic is usually sufficient. The set of pk findpath better/worse
predictions is therefore not completely included within the set of RNAscout.pl predictions.
The fact that there is no difference between the heuristics findpath and pk findpath,
might have two reasons: Firstly the interaction penalty for an initial pseudoknot base-pair
is 8.1 kcal/mol, which cannot be compensated by the insertion of small helix regions. Sec-
ondly, local rearrangements, such as the relocation of a bulge loop or the shift of a whole
helix region do not allow to form pseudoknot structures. Instead, pseudoknot transition
states occur predominantly between secondary structures that differ in whole helix regions,
such that pseudoknotted transition states allow the partial formation of both helices. Ap-
parently, within the RNAstrand data set, the amount of such distant rearrangements is
little or non-existent. However, differences between findpath and pk findpath can be
seen with lower pseudoknot penalties (data not shown). A pseudoknot penalty of 4.1
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kcal/mol (i. e. the duplex initiation energy) shows a lot of lower barrier energies starting
when inspecting medium and high barriers from 6.4 to 16.4 kcal/mol.
The difference between barrier height predictions from the individual programs is shown in
figure 4.3. Figure 4.3a contains the same data as discussed in table 4.1, i. e. all attached
barriers computed by barriers (disregarding the barrier heights where recomputation
with RNAscout.pl failed). Figure 4.3b compares predictions for detached barrier heights,
i. e. heights that could not be determined by barriers, due to the limited amount of
suboptimal structures. For simplicity, we computed the minimum barrier height to the
MFE secondary structure for every detached barrier (again disregarding the barrier heights
where recomputation with RNAscout.pl failed).
Comparing the different programs in figure 4.3a, we see that the main variation between
barriers and all heuristics is concentrated to a small range. This range as a whole is shifted
to higher barrier estimations with increasing precomputed barrier heights. RNAscout.pl
results show that there are more outliers of very high estimated barrier heights. Interestingly,
we see differences when comparing the barrier heights computed by direct path heuristics, as
there are a few cases where indirect paths lower the barrier height. RNAscout.pl compared
to the direct path heuristics shows many better predictions.
Figure 4.3b also shows that pk findpath performs better at a small amount of refolding
paths. With increasing barrier heights, RNAscout.pl shows increasing deviations in both
lower and higher barrier predictions.
These observations underline that RNAscout.pl is susceptible to false barrier estimation
from local rearrangements that can be computed by findpath, but occasionally returns
very bad results with the automatically adjusted guiding stringency. Instead, direct path
heuristics show less bad estimations, but a higher amount of small differences. The mini-
mum of the heuristics should therefore give a good estimation of the real barrier heights.
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Figure 4.3: Barrier heights computed by the different programs are compared to each
other. (a) compares all programs, (b) compares predictions for barrier heights that could
not be determined by barriers.
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The histograms in figure 4.4a depict the differences between barrier heights computed by
barriers and RNAscout.pl predictions. Apparently, the majority of predictions is equal.
The main differences between predicted barriers range from -2 to 2 kcal/mol, while the
amount of higher predicted barriers is greater than the amount of lower predicted barriers.
The histogram in figure 4.4b contains the difference between barriers and the minimum
over all heuristics. As expected, the amount of worse predicted barriers is smaller, the
amount of equal and better predicted structures is higher.
As a concluding remark of this section we see that RNAscout.pl does enhance the pre-
diction of barrier heights, but it is advisable to consider the pk findpath heuristic as an
upper bound for network generation. In contrast to the current approach, RNAscout.pl
would not stop network expansion if it has more than 500 RNA secondary structures, but
expand until at least the pk findpath barrier height is found. This, however, is too time
consuming for the evaluation of all barrier heights from the RNAstrand data set, as it would
require the variation of both network parameters γ and δ to keep the network size com-
putationally tractable. However, we will see in the following section that recomputation of
single barrier heights with variable parameters can strongly influence the performance of
RNAscout.pl.
4.3 Comparison of kinetic simulations
The following section compares the accuracy of heuristic RNAscout.pl networks with
coarse-grained barriers landscapes. Different coarse-grained landscapes from a manu-
ally selected sequence were generated with barriers and folding kinetics based on these
landscapes were calculated with treekin. The simulations have then been compared
to heuristic landscapes that consider solely the local minima obtained from barrier trees.
Saddle points are recomputed with all three heuristics, transition rates are calculated by
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Figure 4.4: Difference of barrier height predictions. (a) RNAscout.pl against precom-
puted barriers from the barriers package. The majority of predictions is equal, main
differences range from -3.9 to 7.7 kcal/mol. (b) the minimum prediction of direct and
indirect path heuristics against the barriers package. The amount of equal predictions
increases significantly, while the amount of higher estimations is lower.
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Arrhenius kinetics as it is done in the RNAscout.pl algorithm (see section 3.2.3).
Subsequently, an RNAscout.pl network was generated from a manually selected starting
conformation and the MFE conformation. The network parameters δ and γ (see equa-
tion 3.15) were varied to measure their influence on the size of the generated network,
the minimum barrier height found and the refolding kinetics on subsequent treekin sim-
ulations. The results obtained from RNAscout.pl networks are then compared to an
exhaustively computed folding landscape from barriers.
Influence of the basins of attraction
To measure the accuracy of RNAscout.pl we searched the previously generated barrier
trees for small sequences with many energetically trapped local minima (i. e.minima with
high minimum barriers). To increase the complexity of the problem, the conformation we
start our simulations with should not be directly connected with the MFE conformation,
but should firstly lead to an energetically trapped intermediate structure and then refold
into the MFE secondary structure. The RNA folding landscape of the signal recognition
particle SRP 00209 [192] contains a path fulfilling this properties. Tables 4.2, 4.3a and 4.3b
represent three barrier trees with a minimum barrier height (HMIN) of 1, 3 and 5 kcal/mol,
respectively. The minimum free energy computed for SRP 00209 is -35.70 kcal/mol. The
energy range δ for RNAsubopt was set to 13.30 kcal/mol, which results in 5139059 struc-
tures up to a free energy of -22.40 kcal/mol. We decided to compute all barrier trees such
that they cover the local minimum structures up to a free energy of -31.80 kcal/mol, which
is the energy of the selected conformation we will start our simulations with.
As we have discussed in section 3.1.1, barriers returns a set of RNA secondary struc-
tures, where each conformation represents the minimum of a certain basin of attraction.
Rates between the local minima are calculated considering the internal equilibrium partition
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GGCCCCUACGUGGUGUCAUCUCGCUGAACUUCCCCCAGGACCGGAAGGUAGCAAGGGUAGGUGGGCUCUGGCAGGUGCGUGAGGGGUCUUCACGUUU
ID Structure (Ω) E(Ω) N H N H
1 ((((((((((((.(((((.((((((......(((.....(((....))).....)))..))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -35.70 0 11.43 0 13.30
2 ((((((((((((.(((((.((((((......(((.....(((....))).....)))..))))))...)))))..)))))).))))))......... -35.40 1 2.30 1 2.30
3 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((..(((((((.....(((....))).....))).)))).)))..)))))..))))).)))))))......... -35.40 1 7.30 1 7.30
4 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((..(((((((.....(((....))).....))).)))).)))..)))))..)))))).))))))......... -35.10 3 2.30 3 2.30
5 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((..((((.(((....(((....))).....))).)))).)))..)))))..))))).)))))))......... -35.10 1 7.00 1 7.00
6 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((.(.((((((.....(((....))).....))).)))).)))..)))))..))))).)))))))......... -34.90 3 1.70 3 1.70
7 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((.(.((.(((.....(((....))).....))).)).).)))..)))))..))))).)))))))......... -34.90 3 3.60 3 3.60
8 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((..((((.(((....(((....))).....))).)))).)))..)))))..)))))).))))))......... -34.80 5 2.30 5 2.30
9 ((((((((((((.(((((.(((((....((.(((.....(((....))).....))).)))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -34.70 1 1.60 1 1.60
10 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((.(.((((((.....(((....))).....))).)))).)))..)))))..)))))).))))))......... -34.60 4 1.70 4 1.70
11 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((.(.(((.(((....(((....))).....))).)))).)))..)))))..))))).)))))))......... -34.60 5 1.70 5 1.70
12 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((.(.((.(((.....(((....))).....))).)).).)))..)))))..)))))).))))))......... -34.60 7 2.30 7 2.30
13 ((((((((((((.(((((.(((((....((.(((.....(((....))).....))).)))))))...)))))..)))))).))))))......... -34.40 1 1.60 1 1.60
14 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((.(.(((.(((....(((....))).....))).)))).)))..)))))..)))))).))))))......... -34.30 8 1.70 8 1.70
15 ((((((((((((.(((((.((((((.......(((....(((....))).....)))..))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -33.90 1 5.70 1 6.00
16 ((((((((((((.(((((.((((((.......(((....(((....))).....)))..))))))...)))))..)))))).))))))......... -33.60 15 2.30 15 2.30
...
47 ((((((((((((.(((((.((((((...(((((.........)))))............))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -31.90 1 7.60 1 7.60
48 ((((((((((((.(((((.(((((....((...(((...(((....))).....))).)))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -31.90 19 2.30 19 2.30
49 ((((((((((((.(((((.(((.....((((.(((....(((....))).....))).)))))))...)))))..)))))).))))))......... -31.90 36 2.30 36 2.30
50 ((((((((((((.(((((...(.(...(((((((.....(((....))).....))).))))).)...)))))..)))))).))))))......... -31.90 3 2.10 3 2.10
51 ((((((((((((.(((((...(.(...((((.(((....(((....))).....))).))))).)...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -31.90 5 2.10 5 2.10
52 ((((((((((((.(((((.(((((.....(((((.....(((....))).....))).)))))))...)))))..)))))).))))))......... -31.80 1 1.40 1 1.40
53 ((((((((((((.(((((.(((((.....((.(((....(((....))).....))).)))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -31.80 15 1.30 15 1.30
54 ((((((((((((.(((((....((((..(((((.........))))).))))..((((......)))))))))..))))).)))))))......... -31.80 47 7.00 47 7.00
Table 4.2: An energetically sorted set of local minima from the signal recognition particle
SRP 00209. The RNA sequence is shown above the table. The first five columns show
standard output of the program package barriers with a minimum barrier height HMIN
of 1 kcal/mol. For each Structure(Ω), the free energy (E(Ω)) and the minimum barrier
height (H) to the next neighboring structure (N) is shown. N refers to the ID of the
(neighboring) structure. The last two columns, the second (N,H) pair, is recomputed with
the heuristics discussed in section 3.2 and represents the minimum of their predictions. Bold
values underline inaccuracy of the heuristics.
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GGCCCCUACGUGGUGUCAUCUCGCUGAACUUCCCCCAGGACCGGAAGGUAGCAAGGGUAGGUGGGCUCUGGCAGGUGCGUGAGGGGUCUUCACGUUU
ID Structure (Ω) E(Ω) N H N H
1 ((((((((((((.(((((.((((((......(((.....(((....))).....)))..))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -35.70 0 13.30 0 13.30
2 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((..(((((((.....(((....))).....))).)))).)))..)))))..))))).)))))))......... -35.40 1 7.30 1 7.30
3 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((..((((.(((....(((....))).....))).)))).)))..)))))..))))).)))))))......... -35.10 1 7.00 1 7.00
4 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((.(.((.(((.....(((....))).....))).)).).)))..)))))..))))).)))))))......... -34.90 2 3.60 2 3.60
5 ((((((((((((.(((((.((((((.......(((....(((....))).....)))..))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -33.90 1 5.70 1 6.00
6 ((((((((((((.(((((.((((((.....(((......(((....))).....)))..))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -33.30 1 4.20 1 5.20
7 ((((((((((((.(((((.((((((........(((...(((....))).....)))..))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -33.30 1 6.00 1 7.00
8 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((..((((..(((...(((....))).....))).)))).)))..)))))..))))).)))))))......... -32.80 1 5.50 3 5.50
9 ((((((((((((.(((((.(((.....(((((((.....(((....))).....))).)))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -32.50 2 4.20 2 4.20
10 ((((((((((((.(((((.(((((((.....(((.....(((....))).....)))))).))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -32.20 1 3.40 1 3.40
11 ((((((((((((.(((((.(((.....((((.(((....(((....))).....))).)))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -32.20 1 4.20 2 4.20
12 ((((((((((((.(((((.((((((...(((((.........)))))............))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -31.90 1 7.60 1 7.60
13 ((((((((((((.(((((....((((..(((((.........))))).))))..((((......)))))))))..))))).)))))))......... -31.80 12 7.00 12 7.00
(a) HMIN = 3
GGCCCCUACGUGGUGUCAUCUCGCUGAACUUCCCCCAGGACCGGAAGGUAGCAAGGGUAGGUGGGCUCUGGCAGGUGCGUGAGGGGUCUUCACGUUU
ID Structure (Ω) E(Ω) N H N H
1 ((((((((((((.(((((.((((((......(((.....(((....))).....)))..))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -35.70 0 13.30 0 13.30
2 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((..(((((((.....(((....))).....))).)))).)))..)))))..))))).)))))))......... -35.40 1 7.30 1 7.30
3 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((..((((.(((....(((....))).....))).)))).)))..)))))..))))).)))))))......... -35.10 1 7.00 1 7.00
4 ((((((((((((.(((((.((((((.......(((....(((....))).....)))..))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -33.90 1 5.70 1 6.00
5 ((((((((((((.(((((.((((((........(((...(((....))).....)))..))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -33.30 1 6.00 1 7.00
6 ((((((((((((.(((((....(((..((((..(((...(((....))).....))).)))).)))..)))))..))))).)))))))......... -32.80 1 5.50 3 5.50
7 ((((((((((((.(((((.((((((...(((((.........)))))............))))))...)))))..))))).)))))))......... -31.90 1 7.60 1 7.60
8 ((((((((((((.(((((....((((..(((((.........))))).))))..((((......)))))))))..))))).)))))))......... -31.80 7 7.00 7 7.00
(b) HMIN = 5
Table 4.3: An energetically sorted set of local minima from the signal recognition particle
SRP 00209. The RNA sequence is shown above both tables. The first five columns show
standard output of the program package barriers with a minimum barrier height HMIN
of 3 kcal/mol (a) and 5 kcal/mol (b). For each Structure(Ω), the free energy (E(Ω)) and
the minimum barrier height (H) to the next neighboring structure (N) is shown. N refers
to the ID of the neighboring structure. The last two columns, the second (N,H) pair, is
recomputed with the heuristics discussed in section 3.2 and represents the minimum of their
predictions. Bold values underline inaccuracy of the heuristics.
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functions of the corresponding basins. treekin simulations based on the three different
coarse-grained landscapes can be seen in the first column of figure 4.5. The ID of the
trajectory corresponds to the ID of the structure in tables 4.2 4.3a and 4.3b.
Generally the results can be split into three parts. The first addresses the starting confor-
mation, which has ID 54, 13 and 8 in the three different barrier trees. Independently of
the coarse-graining, the population of this structure behaves similarly, but decreases faster
when increasing the minimum barrier height. Supposedly, aggregation of small basins to one
big gradient basin alters the influence of small rates (high barriers) to neighboring basins
relative to high rates (small barriers) within the equilibrium distribution of the merged
basins.
The second part of the simulation regards the population of intermediate states. The
simulation on the most detailed landscape (HMIN = 1) behaves as expected. While the
population of the starting basin decreases, the transition basin (table 4.2: 47) increases.
In contrast, HMIN = 3 and HMIN = 5 simulations compute the MFE secondary structure
basin as highest populated intermediate. The population of the transition basin (table 4.3a:
12 and table 4.3b: 7) is comparatively low.
The last difference can be seen in the equilibrium distribution of the gradient basins. The
MFE conformation basin is highest populated in every simulation, the rest of the basins
are not sorted according to their best local energy, as the amount of structures within the
basins plays a crucial role. Because small basins are merged into one basin when raising the
minimum barrier height, the remaining representing structures are distributed differently.
For this reason, the equilibrium distribution is strongly dependent on the minimum barrier
height.
The simulations considering gradient-basins are now compared to simulations of a heuristic
image of the folding landscape. The gradient basins were sacrificed and the local minima
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of treekin simulations based on different representations of an
RNA folding landscape. All simulations start with 100% population of the same RNA con-
formation and end in the equilibrium distribution. The IDs from the trajectories correspond
to the RNA secondary structures from the respective barrier trees (a, d, g). (b,c) table
4.2, (e, f) table 4.3a, (h, i) table 4.3b. (b, e, h) Simulations based on coarse-grained land-
scapes computed by barriers with a minimum barrier height of 1, 3 and 5, respectively.
(c, f, i) Simulations based on heuristic re-computation of barrier trees with a minimum
barrier height of 1, 3 and 5, respectively.
within the barrier trees were reconnected with the best prediction of the three heuristics of
the Vienna RNA package (findpath, pk findpath and RNAscout.pl). Tables 4.2 4.3a
and 4.3b compare the results of heuristic barrier trees to the exhaustively computed ones
by barriers. The majority of barrier heights is equal, small differences can e. g. be seen if
heuristic barriers are worse than the exact ones (table 4.2: ID 15) or if the minimum barrier
found connects different basins (table 4.3a: ID 8).
Simulations based on these recomputed barrier trees were done using Arrhenius kinetics
discussed in section 3.1.2. Figure 4.5 shows the results of the simulations in the second
column. Interestingly, the trajectories of the starting conformation and the intermediate
conformation behave similar in all three simulations. Compared to barriers, they are all
close to the simulation based on the lowest coarse-graining, apart from the fact that the
lack of gradient basins alters the dwell times of certain structures and therefore the time
scale is distorted. Coming from this example, the heuristics are closer to the coarse-grained
simulation with HMIN = 1 than coarse-grained landscapes with huge gradient basins. In
equilibrium, the structures are distributed exclusively according to their free energy.
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Network size
δ
γ
2.0 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0
0.1 18 37 38 39 42 54 75 78 91 136 264 479
0.5 21 40 41 41 54 74 81 113 125 171 347 592
1.0 27 46 51 59 75 85 111 126 157 272 479 1021
1.5 28 52 69 81 103 109 133 171 226 362 633 1466
2.0 31 79 90 108 126 138 168 218 372 519 847
2.5 38 110 117 130 149 195 252 338 495 627 1140
3.0 54 131 143 167 196 246 319 443 583 891 1615
3.5 69 156 172 191 256 315 431 584 789 1129
4.0 80 176 203 259 297 436 561 751 984 1731
4.5 91 221 242 310 428 560 738 927 1451
5.0 104 256 328 472 548 727 951 1297
Table 4.4: Amount of structures within the RNAscout.pl network dependent on the user
defined parameters δ and γ. Background colors indicate the predicted barrier height. Dark
gray: H = 9.40 kcal/mol; white: H = 7.50 kcal/mol.
RNAscout.pl compared to an exhaustive computed folding landscape
We will now evaluate the RNAscout.pl output if only the starting structure Ωi and the
MFE structure Ωj from figure 4.5 are given. First of all, table 4.4 shows the influence of
γ and δ for this specific network. In this case, the graph is already connected (i.e. there
is a path Πj⇐i) with δ = 0.1 kcal/mol and γ = 2.0, which are very restrictive parameters.
The estimated minimum barrier height, however, is 9.40 kcal/mol with these parameters.
Expanding the network (e. g. with the parameters δ = 2.5 kcal/mol and γ = 0.4) lowers
the estimated barrier height to 7.50 kcal/mol.
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We can expect that the simulations based on networks with estimated barrier heights of
9.40 kcal/mol will compute a longer refolding time, than those with a minimum barrier
height of 7.50 kcal/mol. We will refer to changes in the refolding time as qualitative
changes, that are very important to measure the efficiency of a refolding path.
On the other hand, the higher the amount of vertices, the more we converge to the results
of a simulation in the full conformation space. This convergence should predominantly
influence the population size of individual structures in respect to similar suboptimal struc-
tures, but should not influence the refolding time between different local minima. These
changes will be seen as quantitative changes that are of little importance to measure the
efficiency of a refolding path, as the refolding time is not affected. A quantitative de-
scription of population density in a heuristically estimated conformation space is risky, as
energetically good but structurally distant conformations might not be found and the basins
of attraction are not included for the individual local minima. We will therefore focus on a
good qualitative description with respect to the time scale.
Figure 4.6a shows changes in the population of starting and MFE trajectory for a constant
guiding stringency γ = 0.4 and the variation of the energy range δ from 0.1 kcal/mol to
5.0 kcal/mol. The simulation based on the smallest network (δ = 0.1 kcal/mol), shows
both starting and MFE trajectories mainly between 90% and 100%, due to the low amount
of competitive structures. Small expansions of the network (up to δ = 2.0 kcal/mol) do
not influence the barrier height and thus, weakly influence the trajectories. We can see
quantitative changes in the population density and small qualitative changes in the refolding
time.
Further network expansion to δ = 2.5 kcal/mol lowers the minimum barrier height and
heavily influences the refolding time. The quantitative changes, in contrast, do only in-
fluence the time period when the new transition state is detected. In equilibrium, the
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population of the MFE secondary structure remains constant. Even higher values of δ,
up to the biggest network generated with γ = 0.4 and δ = 5.0 kcal/mol solely result in
quantitative changes. At δ = 3.5 kcal/mol, the population of the MFE secondary structure
in the equilibrium decreases and finally with δ = 5.0 a new structure is included that differs
from the starting structure in solely two base-pairs. This energetically worse, but nearly
equal structure populates immediately, but does not influence the refolding time.
Figure 4.6b shows a treekin simulation based on the most detailed rate matrix we can
compute with barriers. The rates within the matrix are not rates connecting macro-
states (basins of attraction) but micro-states (single structures). Usually a sequence of
97 nucleotides length is too long to calculate full dynamics. However, in this case, the
structures within our energy range do all have a constant part of 50 nucleotides. The
remaining dynamic part of 47 nucleotides is small enough to compute micro-rates. We find
that this full simulation predicts a similar behavior of the starting trajectory compared to the
RNAscout.pl network with δ = 5.0. The first upcoming sequence was previously merged
into the gradient basin of the starting sequence (see figure 4.5). The population of the
MFE secondary structure seems very small, which is expected if all suboptimal structures
are considered without being merged into gradient basins. Note that the timescale in
figure 4.6a and 4.6b is slightly different, but the behavior of the trajectories is comparable.
While figure 4.6a shows the changes with increasing energy range and a guiding potential
of γ = 0.4, table 4.5 shows the computed distances of the trajectories (see equation 3.17)
for γ ranging from 2.0 to 0.4. Similarly to γ = 0.4, the main changes in the positions of
the trajectories are found when a lower barrier is obtained. If the barrier height remains
constant, there are only small qualitative changes in the population density. The last change
including the slightly modified, energetically worse starting sequence is only found with the
smallest guiding stringency. We therefore conclude that simulations based on networks that
found the lowest barrier heights are sufficient for a qualitative description of the refolding
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Figure 4.6: treekin simulations of the SRP 00209 RNA. (a) Comparison of eleven simu-
lations based on different RNAscout.pl networks. While the guiding potential is constant
with γ = 0.4, the energy range δ varies from 0.1 kcal/mol up to 5.0 kcal/mol. For each
simulation, the starting and MFE trajectories are shown (in the same color). The two struc-
ture comics are the starting and MFE structure, respectively. Blue base-pairs in the MFE
structure remain constant during the simulation, red base-pairs are different from the start-
ing conformation. (b) A treekin simulation based on a folding landscape that considers
micro-rates (between single structures) instead of macro-rates (between gradient basins).
Structures correspond to the closest trajectories. Blue base-pairs are those initially formed
by the starting structure. The first upcoming sequence has one different base-pair (marked
in green), new base-pairs formed by the MFE secondary structure are shown in red.
.
time. In case of guiding stringency γ = 0.4 we need an energy range δ of at least 2.5
kcal/mol.
Interestingly, this section showed that the coarse-graining level of barriers, even though
it just merges gradient basins, has a high impact on subsequent simulations. In contrast,
heuristic landscapes that consider solely the local minima obtained from barrier trees show
a smaller impact on subsequent simulations.
4.4 Evaluation of a synthetic riboswitch
As discussed in section 1.4, the primary incitement to implement the RNAscout.pl algo-
rithm was to provide a basis for the in silico evaluation of synthetic riboswitches.
The basic concept of the riboswitch published by Isaacs et al. [1] is to use two sequences
that fold into certain stable structures as soon as they are transcribed. The cis-repressed
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Trajectory distance
δ
γ
2.0 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4
0.1 vs. 0.5 0.38 0.16 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.68 0.09 5.77
0.5 vs. 1.0 1.49 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.71 0.00 6.06 0.00
1.0 vs. 1.5 0.00 0.02 0.70 0.71 5.95 5.92 4.74 33.19
1.5 vs. 2.0 0.00 0.69 0.07 13.08 27.57 30.92 13.85 0.07
2.0 vs. 2.5 1.06 14.17 30.55 8.22 0.43 150.23 146.60 202.27
2.5 vs. 3.0 215.81 187.12 151.99 146.67 145.26 0.12 3.78 0.08
3.0 vs. 3.5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 3.79 23.14 66.56
3.5 vs. 4.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.41 23.21 66.35 0.03
4.0 vs. 4.5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 22.03 66.46 0.91 1.44
4.5 vs. 5.0 0.00 0.20 2.60 90.77 66.86 0.95 0.00 68.76
Table 4.5: Distances of trajectories in response to changes in the energy range δ. High
values indicate a qualitative change in respect to the time scale and/or a quantitative change
in relation to the population density. Background colors highlight the major trajectory-
shifts. Dark gray: a quantitative and qualitative shift in response to the new barrier height
obtained. Medium gray: Quantitative shift in equilibrium population density. Light gray:
Quantitative shift of the starting trajectory.
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RNA (crRNA) needs to have a conformation with a blocked ribosome binding site (RBS)
and a loop interaction motive. The structure of the trans activation RNA (taRNA) must
expose an interaction motive complementary to the crRNA (see figure 1.2). Both structures
should be energetically stable if transcribed independently, but rearrange fast if they are
transcribed together. Isaacs et al. have shown that their two synthetic RNA sequences are
functional in Escherichia coli. Here we will kinetically evaluate the RNA molecules with
RNAscout.pl.
For two reasons, the refolding time cannot be estimated by barriers. Firstly, the maximum
of structures that barriers can handle is around 107. For our sequence this means that we
are allowed to increase the energy range to about 12 kcal/mol. However, within this energy
range there is no energetic barrier. Instead, the findpath heuristic estimates a barrier
height of 17.10 kcal/mol. The second problem is shown in figure 3.5. As the best refolding
path has a pseudoknotted intermediate, it is not predictable by conventional structure
prediction. The pk findpath barrier for our example is at 9.20 kcal/mol.
Table 4.6 shows the influence of γ and δ on the size of the generated network and the
changes in the starting and MFE trajectories during different treekin simulations. Both
RNA molecules together are 126 nucleotides long and they can fold into very distant
conformations. The set of energetically good structures within Qpk is therefore very high,
such that a guiding stringency γ = 1.8 in combination with an energy range δ = 0.1
kcal/mol already results in a heuristic Q˜pk network of 745 vertices. The minimum barrier
height found is always 9.20 kcal/mol, which is exactly the barrier height predicted by
pk findpath. The trajectory distances are computed using equation 3.17. All starting and
MFE trajectories are very similar, independently of the size of the generated network. Higher
distances between trajectories (such as γ: 3.5 and δ: 2.5 vs. 3.0) are small qualitative
changes concerning the population density (data not shown).
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Network size Trajectory distance
δ
γ
3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 1.8
δ
γ
3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 1.8
0.1 101 127 264 533 745
0.5 108 173 331 630 871 0.1 vs. 0.5 0.00 0.03 0.02 3.34 0.95
1.0 144 244 395 741 1022 0.5 vs. 1.0 0.00 26.72 0.21 1.49 0.50
1.5 151 267 458 836 1.0 vs. 1.5 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.04
2.0 178 310 534 963 1.5 vs. 2.0 7.09 0.01 0.11 0.49
2.5 194 385 600 2.0 vs. 2.5 0.00 1.95 0.00
3.0 303 456 657 2.5 vs. 3.0 31.32 0.01 1.86
3.5 327 496 706 3.0 vs. 3.5 0.00 0.00 0.02
4.0 351 568 805 3.5 vs. 4.0 0.00 0.00 0.29
4.5 411 629 4.0 vs. 4.5 0.02 0.12
5.0 446 677 4.5 vs. 5.0 0.00 0.00
Table 4.6: Network size: Amount of structures in the RNAscout.pl network for different
values of δ and γ. Empty cells indicate that the parameters are too loose, such that the
consumptions exceed available memory of 20 GB. All networks predicted a barrier height of
9.2 kcal/mol, which is exactly the barrier found by pk findpath. Trajectory distance: As
all networks contain the same minimum barrier structure, the starting and MFE trajectories
are weakly influenced by network expansion. Bigger changes are exclusively quantitative.
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Figure 4.7a shows a summary of trajectories computed from a network with γ = 2.5 and
and δ ranging from 0.1 up to 4.0. As discussed above, there are no significant changes
within the different simulations. We can therefore assume that the heuristic Q˜pk networks
are a sufficient approximation of the full Qpk. Figure 4.7b shows the full output for γ = 2.5
and δ = 4.0. We find that the intermediate state predicted by RNAscout.pl is indeed
similar to the transition state published by Isaacs et al.
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Figure 4.7: treekin simulations of heuristically estimated riboswitch folding landscapes.
(a): Comparison of nine simulations from RNAscout.pl networks in respect to a change
of the energy range δ. For each simulation, starting and MFE trajectories are shown (same
color). The simulation starts with two independently folded RNA conformations (see squig-
gle plots). The MFE secondary structure is an RNA duplex. Blue base-pairs remain constant
during the simulation, red base-pairs are opened an green base-pairs are closed. (b): Full
output of the treekin simulation with parameters γ = 2.5 and δ = 4.0 kcal/mol. Ad-
ditionally to starting and MFE structures, we see the squiggle plot of the most populated
intermediate structure. The green base-pairs form a pseudoknot interaction with a hairpin
loop. When refolding into the MFE secondary structure, red base-pairs open and green
base-pairs close consecutively.
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We have discussed that the amount of suboptimal RNA secondary structures (i. e. the con-
formation space) for a given molecule increases exponentially with sequence length. The
exhaustive computation of an RNA conformation space is therefore impossible for long
RNA molecules. Current algorithms restrict the conformation space to a subset of com-
putationally tractable, biologically reliable RNA secondary structures. These algorithms,
however, neglect certain natural RNA secondary structure motives (e. g. pseudoknots), that
have comparatively low impact on the MFE secondary structure prediction, but may have
a significant impact on folding kinetics.
The RNAscout.pl heuristic has been implemented to compute folding kinetics between
two RNA secondary structures including a wider set of RNA conformations, so called bi-
secondary structures. Our approach generates a heuristic image of the underlying confor-
mation space, bounded by two parameters. The energy range defines the set of energetically
relevant conformations, the guiding stringency excludes conformations that are structurally
distant from the input structures. Based on this heuristic image, we can estimate refolding
kinetics of both large RNA molecules and RNA molecules that are able to form pseudoknot
conformations.
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5.1 Discussion of Results
Inspection of a well established data set of RNA sequences (from the RNAstrand database)
has shown that the majority of RNA molecules have lower barrier heights than shuﬄed
sequences with the same dinucleotide content. This leads to the assumption that RNA
molecules are optimized, such that they are able to fold into their MFE secondary struc-
ture quickly. However, we have also seen that it is not possible to compute the maximum
barrier height of RNA folding landscapes from long RNA sequences exhaustively. Further-
more, estimation of barriers with direct path heuristics is only reliable for small structural
arrangements up to a barrier height of 6.4 kcal/mol.
The predictions from pk findpath are predominantly equal to those from findpath, sug-
gesting that the inspected RNA molecules do not tend to form pseudoknotted intermediates
on direct paths. However, lowering the pseudoknot penalty shows different results. A better
energy model for pseudoknot interactions would therefore be highly appreciated.
The parameters of RNAscout.pl need to be adjusted carefully dependent on the type of
refolding path. Stringent parameters might exclude important structures and therefore
result in bad estimations of folding kinetics, loose parameters result in a computationally
intractable set of RNA conformations. Recomputation of precomputed barrier heights has
shown that automatic adjustment of the guiding stringency is often not sufficient, but
RNAscout.pl performs better than direct path heuristics in general.
When inspecting single refolding pathways, the variation of both parameters usually allows
to compute heuristic estimations of a conformation space that are sufficient to compute
folding kinetics. We have seen this in the case of a manually selected sequence from
the RNAstrand database. The quantitative description of population probabilities is not
possible, as we cannot estimate basins of attraction based on single local minimum con-
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formations. The qualitative description of the refolding time does also vary compared to
full simulations, but allows to quantify the influence of certain intermediate states. The
simulation of a synthetic riboswitch in response to its activating RNA molecule has un-
derlined the importance of the assumed intermediate state. This supports the ability of
RNAscout.pl to generate reliable heuristic images of the conformation space.
5.2 Perspective – Synthetic riboswitches
Due to the cellular function of RNA as a regulatory molecule, utilization of artificial RNA
is of great importance in a (synthetic) cell. The small section of optimized RNA-triggered
RNA switches allows a fast and versatile regulation of gene expression. In the simple case,
given by Isaacs et al. [1], one taRNA refolds one crRNA. This model can easily be expanded
such that various taRNAs are able to induce expression of different crRNAs.
Another interesting aspect concerning the utilization of RNA triggered switches is shown
by Friedland et al. [101]. They presented a method to initiate translation of crRNA in
response to different amounts of Arabinose pulses. Such models are very interesting in
respect to time management within a synthetic cell.
Based on the ability of RNAscout.pl to quantify the refolding time of riboswitches, it should
be possible to optimize refolding paths of certain RNA molecules by selective mutations.
However, the first step towards new synthetic riboswitches is the in silico design. A potent
approach to this has been shown by Flamm et al. in 2001 [189]. The algorithm of
switch.pl1 designs RNA sequences that are compatible with two different input structures.
In a nutshell, an initially random RNA sequence is iteratively optimized to enhance the
stability of both structures. In combination with RNAscout.pl one might establish a
1part of the Vienna RNA package
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computational setup that suggests selected mutations, improving the refolding potential
between the generated RNA secondary structures. The combination of switch.pl and
RNAscout.pl could therefore lead to a efficient tool for both the design and evaluation of
synthetic RNA molecules that may form complex networks in synthetic biology.
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Table A.1: findpath output for the taRNA-crRNA pair of Isaacs et al. ’&’ separates the
two structures.
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((((((((((((((.(((..(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))..))).......&......[[[[.[[[...))))))))))))))...........]]].]]]]..... -38.00
((((((((((((((((((..(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))..))).......&......[[[[.[[[..)))))))))))))))...........]]].]]]]..... -40.90
(((((((((((((((.((..(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))..))........&......[[[[.[[[..)))))))))))))))...........]]].]]]]..... -39.30
((((((((((((((((((..(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))..))........&......[[[[.[[[.))))))))))))))))...........]]].]]]]..... -43.10
(((((((((((((((((...(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))...)........&......[[[[.[[[.))))))))))))))))...........]]].]]]]..... -42.20
((((((((((((((((....(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))............&......[[[[.[[[.))))))))))))))))...........]]].]]]]..... -44.70
(((((((((((((((((...(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))............&......[[[[.[[[)))))))))))))))))...........]]].]]]]..... -45.50
(((((((((((((((((...(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))............&......[[[[.[[.)))))))))))))))))............]].]]]]..... -41.70
((((((((((((((((((..(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))............&......[[[[.[[))))))))))))))))))............]].]]]]..... -44.70
((((((((((((((((((..(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))............&......[[[[.[.)))))))))))))))))).............].]]]]..... -43.74
((((((((((((((((((..(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))............&......[[[[...))))))))))))))))))...............]]]]..... -46.11
(((((((((((((((((((.(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))............&......[[[[..)))))))))))))))))))...............]]]]..... -47.51
(((((((((((((((((((.(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))............&.......[[[..)))))))))))))))))))...............]]]...... -46.21
(((((((((((((((((((.(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))............&........[[..)))))))))))))))))))...............]]....... -45.41
(((((((((((((((((((.(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))............&.........[..)))))))))))))))))))...............]........ -41.61
(((((((((((((((((((.(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))))............&............)))))))))))))))))))........................ -55.10
(((((((((((((((((((..((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))).............&............)))))))))))))))))))........................ -54.10
(((((((((((((((((((.(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))).............&..........).)))))))))))))))))))........................ -53.00
(((((((((((((((((((.(.(((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))..............&..........).)))))))))))))))))))........................ -50.10
(((((((((((((((((((.(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))))..............&.........)).)))))))))))))))))))........................ -53.10
(((((((((((((((((((.((.((((((((((((((....)))))).))))))))...............&.........)).)))))))))))))))))))........................ -49.70
(((((((((((((((((((.(((((((((((((((((....)))))).))))))))...............&........))).)))))))))))))))))))........................ -53.50
(((((((((((((((((((.(((.(((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))................&........))).)))))))))))))))))))........................ -52.00
(((((((((((((((((((.(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))))................&.......)))).)))))))))))))))))))........................ -52.80
(((((((((((((((((((.((((.((((((((((((....)))))).)))))).................&.......)))).)))))))))))))))))))........................ -52.10
(((((((((((((((((((.(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))).................&......))))).)))))))))))))))))))........................ -53.50
(((((((((((((((((((.(((((.(((((((((((....)))))).)))))..................&......))))).)))))))))))))))))))........................ -50.10
(((((((((((((((((((.(((((((((((((((((....)))))).)))))..................&.....)))))).)))))))))))))))))))........................ -53.20
Table A.2: pk findpath output for the taRNA-crRNA pair of Isaacs et al. ’&’ separates
the two structures.
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